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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING AUTHENTICATION BETWEEN A

SENDING UNIT AND A RECIPIENT BASED ON CHALLENGE USAGE DATA

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates generally to method and apparatus for providing

authentication between a user and a target resource or information sending entity, and more

particularly to methods and apparatus that employ soft tokens or hard tokens for providing

mutual authentication between a user and a target resource.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Mutual authentication systems and methods are known that attempt to

authenticate a user or recipient of information that is being provided by a content service

provider or other target resource that is, for example, accessible through an on-line

communication link such as through the Internet, an intranet, or any other suitable wireless or

non-wireless network. Such methods and apparatus attempt to thwart malicious exploits by

hackers and others that attempt to steal a user's identity. For example, a malicious entity may

send an email using the address of a legitimate bank and direct the recipient to a "counterfeit

website". The recipient, believing that it is a legitimate site, may be tricked into providing

information such as an account number and password that can be used by the malicious entity

to access the recipient's online account. The problem may be particularly acute in the

consumer world where conventional methods of online mutual authentication may be very

complex, typically requiring expensive hardware deployment and complex user interactions

that make such mutual authentication techniques impractical. As such, it would be desirable

to provide a system and method that allows the confirmation of users or recipients that are

accessing an intended target organization, (i.e. sending entity) in a relatively inexpensive but

secure manner.

[0003] Two factor authentication techniques are known that, for example, use a first

authentication factor to authenticate an end user's identity and a second factor that is used for

authentication to supplement the user name and password typically used in the first factor

authentication. The concept of a second factor is that a user can authenticate using something

that they know (e.g. their password) and something that they have (e.g. the second factor

which may be, for example, a hardware token). Typically the second factor mechanisms are



hardware based and are physically distributed to the end user. For example, time

synchronous tokens are known and are sometimes referred to as multi-factor authentication

techniques. Several known techniques are described further below.

[0004] Also, various methods for performing authentication of a target organization

in connection with Internet applications are known that include, for example, secure socket

layer server authentication which provides certification from a trusted third party based on

the identity of the organization hosting a given web application. However, this can require

the user to perform the manual step of double clicking on an on-screen icon and reading

through information. The requirement of manual action often precludes it from being

performed consistently and, thus, undermines the effectiveness of the method. In addition,

client security plug-in applications are also known that involve an end user downloading and

installing client side software which provides a visual indication of when the user is

communicating with the legitimate site. However, it can be burdensome for end users to

download and install software or to go through several manual steps to confirm the identity of

the target organization.

[0005] In addition, both user and target organization authentication methods can be

impractical when extending to other channels of communication such as interactive voice

response systems or communication through mobile devices, such as cellular phones,

personal digital assistants, Internet appliances, or other mobile devices, as they can rely on a

user display and entry methods unique to web based applications.

[0006] Ensuring that a sent email message or other electronic message has been sent

by a sender that can be trusted, also referred to as being authentic, helps ensure against theft

of important information by unscrupulous parties and can help limit spam and phishing.

Phishing is a form of Internet fraud that usually involves the mass sending of emails that

appear to be from a legitimate organization such as a bank or other financial institution or

other organization. These emails often direct the recipient to a fraudulent website or form

where he or she is tricked into divulging personal or financial information. An alternative

phishing attack may not ask for such information but, upon entering the URL, it may execute

a download of a keystroke-logging program that lets the phisher harvest information from the

recipient's machine. The information can then be used for identity theft and fraud.

[0007] Phishing attacks can be costly and can drain a company's resources since, for

example a large number of attacks can be run against target companies in large volumes and

billions of phishing messages can pass through filtering systems that can slow down email



delivery, use up valuable processing times of servers and can ultimately result in the loss of

important financial data to unscrupulous parties.

[0008] Several solutions are known that attempt to address this problem. Because

phishing attacks often begin with large volumes of email sent from a forged sending address,

efforts to reduce spam email may be somewhat effective in reducing the number of phishing

attacks. For example, in one method referred to as Sender Policy Framework, an originator

of a message or originator domain publishes in a directory or other suitable form legitimate

sending computer addresses which are verified by receiving message transfer agents. The

message transfer agent may verify a received message via a DNS server (domain name

server). However, this technique can require widespread adoption of SPF-enabled message

transfer agents which can potentially be costly to implement and deploy.

[0009] Another technique referred to as Coordinated Spam Reduction Initiative again

requires originators in an originator domain to publish legitimate sending computer addresses

which are verified by receiving message transfer agents in a relatively similar manner as

described above.

[0010] Another technique requires domains to digitally sign email which is verified

by the receiving message transfer agent via DNS servers. Again, this can require the

widespread adoption of modified versions of message transfer agents.

[0011] Another technique uses the S/MIME protocol wherein sending individuals or

domains digitally sign emails that are verified by receiving incoming message transfer agents

or user email clients. This can require special email client features or recipient message

transfer agents that are not currently supported in web based email clients.

[0012] Another technique employs secret images that are shared between a sender

and a recipient. As understood, a personalized image is sent by a user to an authentication

server. The server stores the recipient sent image. The authentication server may then send

the personalized image to the recipient with an email and the user seeing the image

recognizes that it is the one he or she sent. Also, during logon to a site, the server may

include the image in the logon page so that a user trusts the login page when the user sees

their personalized image (see e.g., www.passmarksecurity.com). Among other drawbacks,

this system appears to use the same image for multiple logins until the shared image is

changed and may require the recipient to choose and send the image to a sending server.

[0013] In addition, other systems are known which attempt to provide, instead of

sender authentication, recipient authentication. For example, U.S. Patent No. 5,712,627



discloses, among other things, an issued identification card that has indicum at one of the

addressable positions on an assigned card. The card may have rows and columns with

different numbers, characters or symbols that are addressable by the rows and columns. To

determine whether a person seeking access to data is authorized to obtain requested access,

the identification card is distributed to authorized users. A requesting person seeking access

provides the indicia at one or more addressable positions on the card as specified by a

security system. To notify the person which indicum to enter and send back, the system

selects coordinate indicia known to be present on a particular card. The recipient must then

send back the indicia located at the address sent by the security system. If the indicia

matches that assigned to the person seeking access then access is granted. However, such

systems do not resolve the problem with respect to phishing since the system provides

authentication of a receiver and not a sender and requests that a person seeking access

identify themselves to the system and the system requires entry and sending by the user of

information located on the security card.

[0014] Other authentication systems are also known that have been employed, for

example, in the military, numeral cipher/authentication systems have been used that employ

cards that are held by a sender and recipient. A transmission is authenticated for example by

using a challenge and reply authentication scheme. A sender of an electronic transmission

for example may use the card and randomly select a row and column and transmit the row

and column identifiers as a challenge. For a reply, row and column identifiers are used to

look up an alphabetical letter which is then communicated back. As such, the sender can be

assured that the receiver is in possession of a card. However, the authentication of the sender

to the receiver is typically done by repeating the same challenge and reply in reverse, and

both sender and receiver must be in possession of the same authentication card to achieve

mutual authentification.

[0015] Another technique also uses a card that includes rows and columns of

information on both the sender and receiver side, however, this transmission authentication

scheme is used to authenticate transmissions. For example during transmission

authentication, columns of transmission authentication diagraphs are located on the back of a

cipher table and used to authenticate a sender. Column assignments are made by a designated

representative such as a commander of a unit. The column assignments are known to both

the sender and receiver apriori. Transmission authentication diagraphs are used only once.

The first unused authenticator in the assigned column is used and a line is drawn through that



authenticator to preclude its reuse. Such schemes do not utilize a random selection of

information on the card and do not utilize the sending of coordinate information since the

column information is known apriori. As such, only the authentication information is

apparently communicated. If the sender sends authentication information and it is valid as

determined by the recipient, the recipient crosses the authentication information off the card.

The next time authentication is required, the next authentication information in the same

column is then used. As such, a sequential and non-random approach is used. However, if

the authentication card of a recipient is lost or obtained by an unscrupulous party, they would

know how to act as a sender since they know which authentication information is next in the

column since no random selection is utilized and since the card has markings thereon. In this

system no coordinate information is sent since the column of information used to authenticate

a sender is made known apriori to the sender and receiver. In addition, if the receiver does

not receive the sender's transmission, the synchronization between the sender and receiver

would be lost which may cause subsequent authentication attempts to fail.

[0016] Also, information security and user identification security are becoming

increasingly important as technology becomes more sophisticated. For example, multi-factor

authentication schemes are used in an attempt to thwart hackers or to thwart other

inappropriate uses of information and user identities. For example, a two factor

authentication scheme may use information known to a recipient or user such as a password

or personal identification number (PIN) as well as some type of physical token such as a

banking card, credit card, password token or other physical token which a user must be in

physical possession of in order to initiate and complete an on-line transaction. Another level

of authentication may include biometric authentication that may include the scanning of a

fingerprint, eye or other biometric to again verify that the user attempting to gain access to a

process, device, application or other right is in fact the appropriate user.

[0017] Transaction cards are known that may include for example smart cards,

magnetic strip-based cards, and other transaction cards that facilitate banking transactions,

credit card transactions, or any other suitable transactions. As known in the art, a user

personal identification number (PIN) is usually required in addition to the possession of a

banking card to obtain cash from a cash-dispensing machine or to otherwise carry out an

online transaction. One known multi-factor authentication technique employs the use of a

hardware token such as a battery operated smart card that displays a periodically changing

and seemingly random number on a portion of the smart card. When a user wishes to execute



a transaction with the smart card, for example, the user enters the seemingly random number

that changes often. The receiving transaction server compares the received code entered by

the user as displayed on the smart card with a corresponding number generated by a code

source generator. If the code entered by the user matches the number generated by the code

source generator, the transaction is approved and the user is granted a particular right such as

accessing a bank account, purchasing goods, obtaining information, gaining access to a

website or other software application, or any other suitable right as desired. However, such

hardware tokens can be quite expensive and are battery powered thereby requiring changing

of the battery and the potential of an electronic malfunction due to moisture problems or any

other problems related to electronic circuitry.

[0018] Other smart cards that do not employ such screens typically require a card

reader that reads, for example, a magnetic strip. This can be a restriction where a user wishes

to perform an online transaction but is not sitting at a terminal that contains or has access to a

magnetic strip reader.

[0019] In an apparently unrelated field, translucent cards are known such as plastic

cards that contain a semi-transparent picture or pattern that when visually evaluated does not

appear to connote any particular information. However, when the translucent card is held

over a display with a corresponding background filter pattern, the combination of the pattern

on the card with the background pattern on the display screen combine to present a visually

recognizable message or word such as the word "sorry" or "you're a winner". These are

static messages which are not unique to any user and typically include only a single message.

Such plastic cards may be used for example to see if a holder has won a prize. The card for

example may be mailed in the mail to members of a population. Those recipients then go to a

web page identified on the translucent card or otherwise indicated in the mailing information

to see if they have won a prize. However, such plastic cards do not provide multi-factor

authentication, are not user specific, do not include multiple messages and typically include

static messages.

[0020] Currently, second factor authentication involving an article may contain a

collection of randomly generated symbols, as described above. As also described above, a

sender of a transmission may use an article and randomly select a row and column and

transmit the row and column identifiers (data challenge elements) as a challenge. For a reply,

row and column identifiers are used to look up corresponding sender authentication, which

allows the person with the article to authenticate to the sender. However, a potential threat



exists if an attacker can see both the challenge data elements (such as grid coordinates) and

the reply (user's responses to the challenge). As the attacker sees more user authentications,

he or she learns more about the contents of the article, thereby increasing the attacker's

ability to successfully impersonate the user.

[0021] Correspondingly, in the case of sender authentication, a similar potential threat

exists. In this case, a sender would transmit to an user sender authentication information such

as article location information and the corresponding sender authentication information that is

locatable on the article at that article location information. For example, in one embodiment

a sender could send row and column identifiers and the numbers or alphanumeric characters

to be found at those locations. By providing this information, the sender demonstrates to the

user that the sender is a legitimate sender because it knows information that should only be

known by the sender and the user. However, an attacker intercepting the sender's

transmission could learn information about the contents of the card. This information could

be use to increase the attacker's ability to impersonate the sender and/or the user.

Accordingly, careful selection of sender authentication transmissions and user challenges is

important to attempt to address this risk.

[0022] Currently, one known technique used to generate a challenge is random

generation. The challenge data elements are chosen uniformly at random, meaning that all

possible challenge data elements have an equal chance of being chosen. Despite the strong

security of such systems, for each successful, and in some cases unsuccessful, authentication

operation an attacker has observed, the probability of a successful impersonation increases.

The impersonator/attacker must be patient enough to get a randomly generated challenge that

corresponds to challenge/reply sets he or she has observed. The probability of successful

impersonation decreases exponentially with the number of grid coordinates (challenge data

elements) not known to the attacker that appear in the present challenge. Therefore, a need

exists to provide a mechanism for generating challenges that decrease the probability that an

attacker has seen all of the challenge data elements and corresponding sender authentication

information, thereby increasing the effective security of the article (e.g. card) over its useful

life.

[0023] Accordingly, a need exists for a method and apparatus that overcomes one or

more of the above problems.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating one example of a system for securely

providing identification information in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0025] FIG. 2 is flow chart illustrating one example of a method for securely

providing identification information in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0026] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a further break down of the method shown in

FIG. 2;

[0027] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating one example of a secure identification

information member in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0028] FIG. 5 is a diagram graphically illustrating one example of a login screen to

facilitate authentication of a user or for securely providing identification information in

accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0029] FIG. 6 diagrammatically illustrates one example of a displayed visual filtering

pattern in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0030] FIG. 7 graphically illustrates one example of a visually identified designated

identifier from one or more obscured identifiers that are located on a translucent

identification member in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0031] FIG. 8 is a diagram of a system for securely providing identification

information in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0032] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating in more detail one example of a

translucent identification member issuer in accordance with one embodiment of the

invention;

[0033] FIGS. 10 and 11 illustrate a flowchart showing one example of a method for

securely providing identification information in accordance with one embodiment of the

invention;

[0034] FIG. 12 illustrates one example of a transaction card including a portion

containing a translucent identification member in accordance with one embodiment of the

invention;

[0035] FIG. 13 illustrates another example of a transaction card that contains a

translucent identification member in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0036] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating one example of a secure identification

information member in accordance with another embodiment of the invention;



[0037] FIG. 15 diagrammatically illustrates one example of displayed obscured

identifier information in accordance with one embodiment to the invention;

[0038] FIG. 16 is a block diagram illustrating another example of a system for

securely providing identification information in accordance with one embodiment to the

invention;

[0039] FIG. 17 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for securely

providing identification information in accordance with one embodiment to the invention;

[0040] FIG. 18 is an illustration representing one example of an article, such as a

card, that may be used in a method for providing electronic message authentication according

to one embodiment of the invention;

[0041] FIG. 19 illustrates one example of a transaction card that includes sender

authentication information and location coordinate information for use in providing electronic

message authentication in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0042] FIG. 20 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for providing

electronic message authentication in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0043] FIG. 2 1 is a graphic illustration showing one example of a message with

appended sender authentication information and location coordinate information in

accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0044] FIG. 22 is a block diagram illustrating one example of a system for providing

electronic message authentication in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0045] FIG. 23 is a flowchart illustrating one example of a method for providing

electronic message authentication in accordance with one embodiment of the invention.

[0046] FIG. 24 is a block diagram illustrating one example of a system for providing

mutual authentication between a user and a target resource in accordance with one

embodiment of the invention;

[0047] FIG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating one example of a method for providing

mutual authentication between a user and a target resource in accordance with one

embodiment of the invention;

[0048] FIG. 26 is a flowchart illustrating an example of another embodiment of a

method for providing mutual authentication between a user and a target resource in

accordance with one embodiment of the invention;



[0049] FIG. 27 is a flowchart illustrating another example of a method for providing

mutual authentication between a user and a target resource in accordance with one

embodiment of the invention;

[0050] FIG. 28 is a block diagram illustrating one example of a device for providing

mutual authentication between a user and a target resource in the form of a diagrammatical

representation, in accordance with one embodiment of the invention; and

[0051] FIG. 29 is a block diagram showing one example of a system for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0052] FIG. 30 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0053] FIG. 31 is a block diagram showing one example of a system for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0054] FIG. 32 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with another embodiment of the invention;

[0055] FIG. 33 is a diagram illustrating one example of usage data and corresponding

challenge data elements to produce a challenge in accordance with one embodiment of the

invention;

[0056] FIG. 34 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0057] FIG. 35 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0058] FIG. 36 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0059] FIG. 37 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0060] FIG. 38 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with one embodiment of the invention; and

[0061] FIG. 39 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method for providing

authentication of a user to a sender in accordance with one embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

[0062] Briefly, a method, apparatus and/or system generates a challenge for user

authentication, having a challenge data element from a stored pool of challenge data



elements. The challenge is based on rule data and stored usage data associated with at least

some of the challenge data elements in the stored pool of challenge data elements. The

generated challenge is sent for use in an authentication of a user to a sender. Among other

advantages, methods, devices and system are disclosed that provide a way to implement

security policy features to secure authentication of both an end user (e.g., using a recipient

device) and a sending unit or target organization that can remove security concerns that could

potentially result from a system randomly generating a challenge/reply set.

[0063] In another embodiment, a method for providing authentication of a user to a

sender includes generating a challenge for user authentication wherein the challenge includes

at least a first portion and a second portion. The first portion of the challenge is generated

based on stored usage data corresponding to the challenge data elements and first rule data.

A second portion of the challenge is generated based stored usage data, corresponding to at

least another challenge data element, and second (i.e., different) rule data.

[0064] In another embodiment, a method is disclosed for providing mutual

authentication between a user and a sending unit, (i.e. target resource) in one embodiment,

that includes determining, for a user that has been assigned an article, such as a card or other

suitable article that has indicia thereon, desired sender authentication information that

corresponds to actual sender authentication information that is embodied on the article. The

sender authentication information can be located on the article by using the location

information provided by the sending unit in a challenge. The method includes determining

for the user, corresponding article identification information, such as a serial number that has

been assigned to the article, or a shared secret, and sending a challenge for the user wherein

the challenge includes at least location information, to allow the user to identify desired

sender authentication information located on the article, and sending the article identification

information. The user then receives the location information and article identification

information and uses the article identification information as authenticating information that

indicates that the sender that has sent the information is trustworthy since the article that is in

the possession of the user also includes the article identification information thereon. The

user then uses the location information that has been sent to the user device, to determine for

example the corresponding desired sender authentication information that is located on the

article, such as by column and row information sent by the target resource and sends a reply

to the challenge back to the target resource (i.e. sending unit). The sender then authenticates



the user based on the reply to the challenge. The reply includes user authentication

information obtained from the article namely the desired sender authentication information.

If the received sender authentication information sent by the user device (and obtained from

the article), based on the location information, matches the desired sender authentication

information, the target resource grants suitable access to the user (i.e. the user device). As

such, article identification information is sent along with location information by a sender

after, for example, a first level of authentication has been determined to be successful. The

first level of authentication may include, for example, the user sending a password and user

ID to the target resource in an initial stage of a logon procedure, as known in the art,

whereafter the sending of the location information and article identifier information is

subsequently sent based on a successful first factor authentication process.

[0065] In another example, a method for providing mutual authentication does not

require the sending of the article identification information to the user, but instead only

requires the sending of the location information to allow the user to identify the

corresponding authentication information on the article and send a reply back to the target

resource for verification. However, in this embodiment, if the reply does not include the

expected target resource authentication information as expected by the sending unit, the

method includes repeating the same challenge for the user that includes the same location

information that was previously sent. This process is repeated over, for example, each

successive session, until the user sends the appropriate target source authentication

information that was derived from the article based on the location information sent in the

challenge.

[0066] In addition, suitable devices are also disclosed that carry out the above

methods. Also, a combination of the two methods is employed to effect a type of enhanced

mutual authentication process.

[0067] Also disclosed is a method for providing electronic message authentication

that employs an article (also referred to as a member or token), such as a card, sticker, or any

other suitable article, that includes sender authentication information and location

information, such as row and column headings. In one example, each recipient of interest is

issued an article that embodies sender authentication information that is identifiable by

corresponding location information such as column and row identifiers. When the sender of

an electronic message wants to send a message to a recipient of interest, the sender sends the

electronic message and both location information and corresponding desired sender



authentication information located at the location identified by the location information. This

includes data representing the location and authentication information (such as an index to, a

reference to, the location information or authentication information itself, or any suitable

representation thereof). The recipient may then, in one embodiment, look on their article

(e.g. card) at the corresponding location and see if the sent desired sender authentication

information matches the sender authentication information located on the article (also

referred to as expected sender authentication information). If a match occurs, then the

recipient trusts the sender of the message. The recipient need not send back any information

to the sender. As such, a simple card or other article may be used to authenticate a sender of

a message to thwart phishing, or other sender authentication problems. Other examples will

be recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art.

[0068] In addition, a system for providing electronic message authentication is also

disclosed that carries out the above methodology, and a transaction card is also disclosed that

includes the location information and sender authentication information thereon in the form

of a sticker or as part of the transaction card itself. In yet another embodiment, the article

may be a translucent article to allow light to pass therethrough so that a visual filtering

pattern and sender authentication information may be sent by a sender along with the

message. A user may hold up the article to a display screen and overlay it on the visual

filtering pattern sent by the sender. If the resulting sender authentication information matches

the results sent in the message, the recipient may trust the sender of the message.

[0069] In another embodiment, an apparatus and method for securely providing

identification information generates one or more obscured user (e.g., recipient) identifiers for

a recipient, such as a plurality of identifiers that are generated based on user secret data such

as a password, personal identification number or other secret or non-secret information or

identifiers that are not based on user secret data, such as the identifier being randomly

generated and then associated with the user. In this case, no user-related information is used,

but the identifier can still identify the user. In another embodiment, a single obscured

identifier may be used.

[0070] In one embodiment, the method and apparatus generates a translucent

identification member (TIDM), such as a portion of, or an entire, plastic card, sheet, film, or

other suitable member that has a translucent area that includes the one or more obscured

identifiers. As used herein, translucent area can also include a transparent area. For example,

the translucent identification member may be made from transparent or clear sheets,



including smoked plastic or other suitable coloring with the obscured identifiers (including

non-character information) printed in ink or otherwise placed thereon or therein. The one or

more obscured identifiers may be for example one-time authentication identifiers that are

unique to a recipient of the translucent identification member. As such, the translucent

identification member or card contains what appears to visually be a random pattern of

information.

[0071] A corresponding visual filtering pattern is also generated for display on a

display device when the user desires to use the translucent identification member. For

example, the visual filtering pattern also appears to be random from a visual point of view but

when visually combined with the one or more obscured identifiers on the translucent

identification member, a designated one of the one or more obscured identifiers is visually

revealed. In one embodiment, a user may overlay the translucent identification member over

a designated portion of a display device or in the designated portion of a display that displays

the visual filtering pattern. A combination of the visual filtering pattern with the pattern of

different obscured identifiers on the translucent identification member combine to form a

visually revealed single identifier or message from the one or more identifiers. Hence, for

example in one embodiment, a seemingly random pattern is generated on a screen which

helps ensure only a single identifier is exposed visually to a user that is viewing the

translucent identification member which is overlayed on the visual filtering pattern that is

being displayed on the display.

[0072] Accordingly, if desired, a security officer that has access, for example, to a

translucent identification member issuer may use a package of blank cellophane cards that

may be used to make the translucent identification members on a local printer. The

translucent identification members may be printed having translucent color pattern that serves

as the one or more obscured identifiers, or have other suitable indicia that appears to be semi-

random or obscured to a user. Use of color or color background may also be used to defeat

photocopying attacks. It will be recognized that portions of or all functions of the translucent

identification member issuer may be provided through a distribution of providers and

networks or through a web based service. For example, a recipient may access a TIDM

issuance service through a web connection and locally print the TIDM or receive the TIDM

through the mail. Also, identifiers can be provided by one party and sent to another party for

printing or manufacturing. Other distribution of operations may also be employed as desired.



[0073] Once a visually revealed identifier is presented to a user, a user enters the

visually revealed identifier through a user interface where it is compared to an expected

identifier. If the entered identifier matches the expected identifier, proper authentication is

indicated and a recipient may be granted access to a device, application, or process or other

desired right (or submitted data is accepted - e.g. such as a vote). In addition, a list of

revoked translucent identification members may also be maintained to prevent compromise

due to theft or loss of translucent identification members. The list may be stored in any

suitable location and updated by a service provider, translucent identification member issuer

or any suitable entity. Since the translucent identification members do not require electronics

to generate random numbers, the cost of such translucent identification members may be

quite low and their reliability may also be relatively high since they are not susceptible to

moisture or other damage typically associated with smart cards.

[0074] In an alternative embodiment, a smart card or other transaction card or non-

transaction card (e.g., voting card or other suitable card) may include a translucent

identification member if desired. Hence a transaction card is disclosed and includes for

example a portion containing card identification information (such as a transaction card

number, which may be impressed thereon such as through raised printing or electronically or

through any other suitable storage mechanism such as magnetic strip or any other suitable

mechanism), as well as a portion containing a translucent identification member that has a

translucent area that includes one or more obscured identifiers. As such transaction cards

such as credit cards, banking cards or any other transaction cards may include a window that

contains the translucent identification member or may have a transaction identification

number or other identification information affixed to a conventional transaction card to

enhance security.

[0075] In another embodiment, the role of the translucent identification member and

the recipient unit are reversed. For example, in this embodiment, the translucent

identification member contains the visual filtering pattern and the display screen displays at

least one obscured identifier that may be for example data representing user authentication

data that is unique to a user, or other data if desired. The combination of overlaying the

translucent identification member (visual filter) over the display that displays an obscured

identifier, reveals (un-obscures) the at least one obscured identifier on the screen. The visual

filtering pattern on the member stays the same since it is printed on the member, and the

displayed obscured identifier is changed during each session or at other suitable intervals.



[0076] Accordingly, one or more of the following advantages may result. Since the

translucent identification members can be printed by an organization security officer, no

manufacturing costs need to be incurred and they can be generated locally for a recipient.

Since there need not be electronics, there is no battery to be replaced and no damage from

exposure to moisture need occur. No network or radio connectivity is required such as

typically required by devices employing magnetic strips. The translucent identification

member may be made of plastic or any other suitable material and in any suitable thickness.

They are durable and easy to replace in the event of a compromise since they may be

produced locally to an organization. Also investment in a substantial network infrastructure

to continually generate master codes that are matched with dynamically changing codes on a

screen and a smart card can be avoided.

[0077] In one embodiment, the displayed visual filtering pattern selectively

illuminates a portion of a translucent identification member to visually reveal one of the one

or more obscured identifiers. The visual filtering pattern can be changed with each

authentication session. The one or more obscured identifiers are printed indicia on a

semitransparent (or transparent) card and is preferably unique within a particular domain of

users. The one or more obscured identifiers are visually obscured through many suitable

techniques such as color shading, ordering of the characters, a combination thereof or any

other suitable visual obfuscation technique. FIG. 1 illustrates one example of a system 10 for

securely providing identification information that includes a translucent identification

member issuer 12 operative to generate a secure identification member such as translucent

identification member 14, a visual filter generator 16, a translucent identification member

authentication module 18, a recipient unit 20 and memory 22. In this example, the visual

filter generator 16 and translucent identification member authentication module 18 are

included as part of a translucent identification member authenticator 24 that may be

implemented as one or more software modules executing on a computing unit such as a

personal computer, work station, server, hand held device, or any other suitable device or

multiple networked devices. The translucent identification member authenticator 24 is

operatively coupled, in this example, to a web server which in turn is operatively coupled to a

network such as the Internet 26 to facilitate web based communication between a recipient

unit 20 and a translucent identification member authenticator 24. As such multiple circuits

are formed by the software and processing device(s). Also, as used herein, circuits also refers

to any suitable electronic logic in any suitable form including but not limited to hardware



(microprocessors, discrete logic, state machines, digital signal processor etc.), software,

firmware or any suitable combination thereof.

[0078] The translucent identification member issuer 12, the visual filter generator 16,

and the translucent identification member authentication module 18 may be implemented in

any suitable manner and is preferably, but not limited to, software modules executing on one

or more computing devices that contain one or more processing devices that execute

instructions that are stored in memory.

[0079] In this example, the translucent identification member issuer 12 will be

described as a local server that generates the translucent identification member 14 using a

printer or other suitable mechanism to generate a translucent identification member 14. The

translucent identification member includes a translucent area that includes one or more

obscured identifiers thereon. However, it will be recognized that the translucent

identification member issuer 12 may be included as part of the translucent identification

member authenticator 24, or may be located on any other suitable device including a web

server and it will be recognized that any of the software programs described herein may be

suitably located on any suitable device or devices as well.

[0080] The memory 22 may be any suitable local or distributed memory and may be

located on a web server or locally if desired. The memory may be RAM, ROM or any

suitable memory technology. The recipient unit 20 may be any suitable device such as a

laptop computer, desktop computer, hand held device or any other suitable device that

includes a display 30 and user interface, and may include one or more processing devices that

execute instructions stored in any suitable memory. The recipient device includes the

requisite circuitry to provide one or more user interfaces such as graphic user interfaces

through web browsers or other applications or operating systems and may include speech

recognition interfaces or any suitable user input interfaces. As such the units include a

display circuit operative to display a visual filtering pattern defined such that when the visual

filtering pattern is visually combined with one or more obscured identifiers located on a

translucent identification member, a designated one of the one or more identifiers is visually

revealed; and an input interface operative to receive data representing the visually revealed

identifier. In one example, a user interface is used to request entry of a serial number

associated with the translucent identification member; and request entry of the revealed

identifier to determine whether to grant a desired right for the recipient.



[0081] Also if desired, a receiver unit can receive the filter or obscured identifiers for

display on a display screen and send the response back through a completely different device

(or through a completely different channel) such as a cell phone, by SMS message, email

message or other suitable channel and/or device.

[0082] Referring also to FIGs. 2 and 3, a method for securely providing identification

information will be described. As shown in block 200, a recipient sends a request into the

translucent identification member issuer 12 through the Internet or through any other suitable

mechanism to request issuance of a translucent identification member 14. This may be done

for example by a recipient registering with an online financial institution with user-supplied

data such as a password or other secret information. This is shown as recipient specific

information 32 that is received by the translucent identification member issuer 12.

[0083] As shown in block 202, the method includes generating one or more obscured

identifiers for a recipient, which may be based on, for example, the recipient specific

information 32 and/or other information 34. The other information 34 may be a translucent

identification member serial number or other suitable information if desired. This may be

done for example by the translucent identification member issuer 12, or any other suitable

entity. As shown in block 204, the method includes generating the translucent identification

member 14 that has a translucent area 36 that includes one or more obscured identifiers 38.

The one or more obscured identifiers 38 are generated by the translucent identification

member issuer 12 in this example and stored in memory 22 in a database form. The one or

more obscured identifiers are stored in memory 22 so that they may be subsequently accessed

when it becomes necessary to create appropriate visual patterns 40 to reveal the desired

revealed identifier 700 or when checking the returned revealed identifier 700.

[0084] For example, the translucent identification member issuer 12 may control a

printer to print a cellophane card as a translucent identification member 14 that has printed

thereon one or more obscured identifiers. One example of a translucent identification

member is shown in FIG. 4 . The translucent identification member 14 can be made of any

suitable material such as plastic or any other suitable material that provides some level of

transparency so that a combination of the one or more obscured identifiers when overlayed on

a display that emits light, allows the light energy (or lack of light energy) from the display to

combine with the one or more obscured identifiers to visually designate one of the one or

more identifiers on a translucent identification member. The one or more identifiers on a

translucent identification member may also be a plurality of different obscured identifiers.



[0085] The translucent identification member 14 may be a card, sheet, film or other

member that may include if desired any suitable adhesive or connecting structure to be

applied over a window of a transaction card, or any other suitable material. The translucent

identification member may also be connected to a transaction card, such as, for example, by

using a suitable connecting structure to join the translucent identification member to an end

or side of a transaction card. The one or more obscured identifiers 38 that are printed on the

translucent identification member 38, as noted above, may be characters (e.g., ASCII),

symbols, print patterns, colored versions thereof or any other suitable indicia. The one or

more obscured identifiers 38 appear to be visually obscured and hence seemingly random

when viewed by a recipient. In other embodiments it may be desirable to print patterns of ink

that do not connote characters but instead visually conceal a message or other information so

that when overlayed on top of a display the pattern generated by the display in combination

with the printed image, allows the viewer to visually decipher a revealed identifier.

[0086] The translucent area 36 includes an information pattern that represents one or

more identifiers that may be unique identification information that may be used for one or

more authentication sessions or other purposes. The information pattern represented by one

or more obscured identifiers is preferably unique to a given domain of users to reduce the

likelihood of the same user obtaining a same translucent identification member with the same

obscured identifiers. The translucent area 36 is configured (e.g. sized) to overlay at least a

portion of the display screen 30 on the recipient unit 20. In one embodiment, each of the one

or more obscured identifiers may serve as one-time authentication identifiers for the recipient

of the translucent identification member. It is noted, as used herein, identification

information includes any information used to directly or indirectly authenticate a user (e.g.,

TIDM recipient) or other process of interest, or to get access to a desired right associated with

a process or device, or any other suitable information that is intended to be kept secret except

at the time a transaction is to be effected.

[0087] To make the TIDM, the method may include receiving a request from a user

for one or more obscured user identifiers and recording a link between the user and the

identification information associated with the one or more obscured user identifiers. The

method may include providing the one or more obscured user identifiers to the user wherein

the one or more obscured user identifiers are on a translucent identification member that is

sent to the user, the one or more obscured user identifiers are sent to a third party to be placed

on a translucent identification member for the user, the one or more obscured user identifiers



are sent to the user for placement on a translucent identification member, and the one or more

obscured user identifiers are selected from a pre-existing pool of obscured user identifiers.

The request from the user may include user specific information and the user specific

information may be used to create the one or more obscured identifiers or may be combined

with other information to produce the one or more obscured user identifiers.

[0088] As shown in block 206, once the translucent identification member 14 has

been generated and provided to a recipient, the visual filtering generator 16, or other suitable

mechanism generates a visual filtering pattern for display on the display 30 of the recipient

device. When the visual filtering pattern 40 is displayed by the recipient device, the visual

filtering pattern visually combines with the one or more obscured identifiers located on the

translucent identification member 14, to designate one of the one or more identifiers. In other

words, the visual filtering pattern filters out undesired identifiers to reveal a selected one of

the one or more identifiers.

[0089] As shown in block 208, the method may include overlaying, such as by a

recipient, or a device, the translucent identification member 14 on the displayed filtering

pattern 40 to visually identify a designated one of the obscured identifiers on the translucent

identification member 14. The visually identified identifier is then entered by the recipient to

facilitate a transaction or gain access to a specific desired right associated with any process or

device of interest.

[0090] As shown again in FIG. 3, the steps of FIG. 2 are presented in more detail. As

shown in block 300, generating one or more obscured identifiers for a recipient may be done

for example by the translucent identification member issuer 12 or any other suitable entity by

obtaining recipient specific information, such as secret or non-secret data or non-user related

information. This process may also be accomplished by using non user-related and non user-

supplied material, in which case, the generated one or more obscured identifiers are

subsequently associated with a user. When recipient specific information is used, this may be

a personal identification number, password, user name, account number or other data

provided by the recipient through the recipient unit 20 or from any other suitable source.

This is indicated as recipient specific information 32. As shown in block 302 the recipient

specific information 32 is suitably combined, such as through a suitable mathematical

function or algorithm, to produce the one or more obscured identifiers 38. The other

information 34 may be, for example, output generated from a random number generator, the

actual translucent identification member serial number 44 (or other TIDM identification



information) that may be printed on the translucent identification member 14 or stored by the

translucent identification member issuer 12, or any other suitable information. As shown in

block 204, a translucent identification member serial number, or any other suitable

information for identifying the translucent identification member, is assigned to the obscured

one or more identifiers 38. It will be recognized that upon an initial request or generation of

a translucent identification member that the translucent identification member issuer 12 may

select a translucent identification member serial number and associate therewith the recipient

specific information 32. This information may be combined to generate the one or more

obscured identifiers 38. The translucent identification member serial number 44 may be

stored in memory 22 for later use by the translucent identification member authenticator 24

(authenticating a recipient using the translucent identification member 14). The order of the

steps as described herein with respect to any method may be suitably reordered based on a

desired result.

[0091] As shown in block 306, generating the translucent identification member 14

may include printing the obscured different identifiers in a desired format on a plastic film,

sheet or card to produce the translucent identification member 14. As shown in block 308,

displaying the filtering pattern 40 on a display may include randomly selecting, from the

obscured identifiers, a selected identifier to produce a visual filtering pattern 40 on display 30

that reveals the selected one of the obscured identifiers as the identifier to be revealed when

the translucent identification member 14 is overlayed on the visual filtering pattern 40.

[0092] As shown in FlGs. 4 through 7, and to further illustrate an example, as shown

in FIG. 4, the translucent identification member 14 has printed thereon the translucent

identification member serial number 44 or other identification information and the one or

more obscured identifiers 38 printed in the translucent area 36. As noted above this may be

printed on cellophane material or other material readily accommodated by conventional

printers, if desired, to reduce fabrication costs. However any suitable material or

manufacturing process may be used. Once the recipient is in possession of the translucent

identification member 14, multi-factor authentication is provided using the translucent

identification member 14.

[0093] The filter may be generated in any suitable way. For example, a selected

obscured identifier may be chosen from the stored one or more obscured identifiers whose

position on the TIDM is defined. The visual filter pattern generator 16 produces a filtering



pattern based on a predefined layout of the TIDM to insure that the filter blocks the proper

character locations. Any other suitable technique may also be used.

[0094] As shown in FIG. 5, the recipient device 20 may display, through a web

browser or other suitable user interface, an input screen, based on a received HTML page if a

web browser is being used, containing fields that receive user input such as a user identifier

field 500, a password field 502 and the translucent identification member serial number field

44. The user submits the entered information through suitable interface buttons 504. This

information is then sent to the web server via the Internet and if desired forwarded to the

translucent identification member authenticator 24. As shown in this example the

information entered in user ID field 500 or the password field 502 may be considered

recipient specific information 32 that was previously entered when the translucent

identification member issuer 12 initially generated the translucent identification member 14.

[0095] FIG. 6 illustrates one example of a graphic user interface (generated based on

a received HTML page) displayed on display 30 to facilitate securely providing identification

information using the translucent identification member 14. The graphic user interface may

be generated for example through a web browser and suitable host processor on the recipient

unit or any other suitable processor, and indicates an overlay area 600 that may be the same

size or a different size than a visual filtering pattern 40 that is presented on the display 30.

Hence in response to the login screen shown in FIG. 5, the translucent identification member

authenticator 24 submits a response containing the visual filtering pattern 40 and the response

interface screen shown in FIG. 6 . The recipient unit 20 displays the visual filtering pattern 40

and a revealed identifier field 602 to allow entry of the one revealed ID from the one or more

obscured identifiers.

[0096] FIG. 7 graphically illustrates the condition where the translucent identification

member 14 is overlayed on top of the visual filtering pattern 40 to reveal one of the one or

more obscured identifiers. The user positions the translucent identification member 14 and

hence the one or more printed obscured identifiers 38 over the visual filtering pattern 40 and

the combination of the visual filtering pattern 40 and the printed different obscured identifiers

38 reveals in this example a revealed identifier 700 which is then entered by the recipient in

the revealed identifier field 602. The user then submits the revealed identifier 700 to the

translucent identification member authenticator 24 to authenticate the user for the particular

transaction or for access to a particular right. Accordingly, the translucent identification

member authenticator 24 receives data representing the revealed identifier 700 in response to



a user or other entity overlaying the translucent identification member 14 on the display 30.

The translucent identification member authentication module 18 compares the received

revealed identifier 700 with a corresponding expected identifier 702 (see FIG. 1) to determine

whether proper authentication of the recipient is appropriate. The translucent identification

member authentication module 18 obtains the corresponding expected identifier 702 from the

memory 22 or may generate the expected identifier on the fly knowing the visual filter

pattern and accessing the obscured identifiers 38, or may obtain the expected identifier 702 in

any other suitable manner.

[0097] Referring to FIGs. 8 and 9 the issuance of a translucent identification member

14 will be described in more detail by way of an exemplary embodiment. In order to obtain a

translucent identification member 14, a recipient registers with an online bank or other

institution using recipient specific information 32 such as an account number or other

information as indicated by registration request 800. This request is then passed through to a

web server 802. The web server 802 then communicates with a bank server 804 which

includes for example a customer management system and translucent identification member

requester 806 which may be a suitable software application executing on a processing device

if desired or any other suitable structure. The bank server 804 then generates a translucent

identification member issuance request 808 to the translucent identification member issuer 12

which may be included in or separate from a suitable server 810. The translucent

identification member issuance request 808 includes the recipient specific information 32

entered by the user. In response, the translucent identification member issuer 12 provides the

obscured identifiers 38 in a response message 810 and generates and records a translucent

identification member serial number 44 in the memory 22 along with the associated obscured

identifiers 38 that will appear on the translucent ID member 14 for the requesting recipient.

In this example, the bank server 804 links the recipient's account with the translucent

identification member serial number 44 and then stores the linked information in a database

810 for later use. The bank server 804 then generates the translucent identification member

14 by, for example, formatting the obscured identifiers 38 for printing and sending the

information to a printer 814 or other device which then prints out or manufactures the

translucent identification member 14. Hence the translucent identification member serial

number 44 is assigned by the translucent identification member issuer 12 and is associated

(e.g., linked) with the one or more obscured identifiers 38 and with the user in memory 22 in

a database.



[0098] The translucent identification member issuer 12 may include an information

randomizer 900 and a translucent identification member formatter 902. The information

randomizer 900 may use the translucent identification member serial number 44 as other

information 34 to be combined with the recipient specific information 32 to generate the one

or more obscured identifiers 38. This may be done using a hash algorithm or other suitable

encoding technique as desired to generate the one or more obscured identifiers 38. The

translucent identification member formatter 902 may be another software application

executing on a suitable processing device or devices that formats the information for output

to a printer or other manufacturing device.

[0099] FIGs. 10 and 11 illustrate another embodiment of the operation of the system

after the issuance of the translucent identification member has occurred. As shown in block

1000, the method includes requesting and obtaining recipient specific information 32 such as

previously described with reference to FIG. 5. Once the translucent identification member 14

has been printed or manufactured, it is then provided to the recipient by hand or through mail

or any other suitable technique as shown in block 1002. As shown in block 1004, a bank

server of a bank determines if a recipient has requested authentication, such as to a logon

request. If a request has been received, a web page may be sent requesting entry of the

recipient information 32 including the password and the translucent identification member

serial number 44 as a first level of a multi-factor authentication process as shown in block

1006. This may be done for example through the screen shown in FIG. 5. As shown in block

206, the bank server determines whether the entered recipient specific information 32 and

password and translucent identification member serial number 44 are correct for example by

passing along the information to the translucent identification member authenticator 24. If

the first authentication level passes, the method includes, as shown in block 1010, displaying

the visual filtering pattern 44 that when visually combined with the one or more obscured

identifiers 38 on the translucent identification member 14, reveals only one of the one or

more obscured identifiers as the appropriate identifier to be entered for the current session or

transaction. The bank server may then, through the web server, request entry of the revealed

identifier 700 as selectively revealed through the filtering pattern displayed on the display by

providing the screen as shown in FIG. 6 . This is shown in block 1010. In response to the

request, the translucent identification member authenticator 24 receives the revealed one time

use identifier 700 and compares the received identifier to a corresponding expected ID

determined for example by the visual filter generator or authenticator 24. This is shown in



block 1012. Given the "filter", the user's data entry and stored information about that user,

the authenticator can validate whether the user entered correct data or not (either on its own

or by passing it to a "server"). If the desired identifier is generated before requesting it from

the user, the system also generates the right filter to reveal the pre-determined identifier (all

before presenting to the user). Alternatively, if the user is provided with a pattern (the filter)

and then the system validates the identifier that the user entered with the identifier that would

have resulted from that pattern, a desired identifier need not be picked ahead of time and the

"filter generator", therefore does not require knowledge of anything else. The data

representing the visually revealed identifier (e.g., the data itself, an encrypted form thereof or

other suitable data, may also be received using a device other than the device on which the

visual filtering pattern is displayed. For example, the identifier may be revealed on a screen

of one device and a handheld device or non-handheld device may be used to enter and send

the visually revealed identifier to another device or system that checks whether there is a

match.

[00100] As shown in block 1014 if a match does not exist, the recipient will be sent an

error and requested to re-enter the revealed identifier. The system may change to using a

different identifier for the re-try. Also, the system may lockout the user after a certain

number of failed attempts. However, as shown in block 1016, if a match occurs, second

factor authentication is determined to be successful and the user is granted the desired right.

[00101] FIG. 12 and FIG. 13 illustrate examples of transaction cards that employ

translucent identification members 14 (including the type shown in FIG. 14). The transaction

cards may be smart cards or non-smart cards and have the conventional information

associated with credit cards, debit cards, or any other suitable transaction cards and in

addition include the translucent identification member 14. The translucent identification

member 14 appears on a portion of the transaction card. One portion of the transaction card

includes account information such as an account number, credit card number, or any other

suitable identifier 1300 and if desired, other user identifiers such as a user name 1402. In an

example shown in FIG. 12, the transaction card includes an opening 1306 that may be, for

example, cut in the plastic transaction card or otherwise provided in the plastic card and a

translucent identification member 14 with adhesive may be placed over the opening or may

be integrally molded therein or otherwise attached such as but not limited to a connecting

structure configured to receive and hold the TIDM in or to the transaction card so that the

size of the transaction card is the same size as conventional transaction cards or any other



suitable size as desired. If used, the connecting structure may be a snap fit structure, slide in

structure, adhesive based connection or any suitable connecting structure as desired.

[00102] FIG. 13 illustrates a different example in which the translucent identification

member 14 is attached to a side surface or any other surface of a conventional transaction

card. The translucent identification member 14 may be foldable along a fold line 1400 or

may be of a thickness wherein it is non-foldable and formed as part of the transaction card if

desired. Any other suitable mechanisms for suitably attaching the translucent identification

member with or to a transaction card is also contemplated.

[00103] FIGs. 14 and 15 illustrate an alternative embodiment that basically reverses

the role of the translucent identification member and the recipient unit. In this embodiment,

the translucent identifier 14 contains the visual filtering or enhancement pattern 40 and the

display screen displays at least one obscured identifier that may be for example data

representing user authentication data that is unique to a user or non-unique to a user as

desired (see FIG. 15). As with the previous embodiment, the combination of overlaying the

translucent identification member (visual filter) over the display that displays an obscured

identifier, reveals (un-obscures) or enhances the at least one obscured identifier on the screen.

The revealed user authentication data may then be entered into a suitable transaction device

as the password or other user authentication information. Also, when the translucent area is

attached or incorporated in a conventional transaction card, the transaction card includes as

shown for example on FIGS. 12 and 13, a first portion containing a transaction card number

and a second portion containing a translucent identification number or other identifying

information having a translucent area that includes a visual filtering pattern.

[00104] FIG. 16 illustrates one example of a system 1600 employing the TIDM 14 of

FIG. 14. In this example, the TIDM authenticator 24 includes an obscured identifier

generator 1602 similar to the type used to generate the one or more identifiers described with

reference to FIG. 1. The obscured identifier generator 1602 generates the obscured

identifier(s) after receiving recipient specific information from a user, such as a user name,

TIDM serial number, or other suitable information, to insure that the proper obscured

identifier is displayed for that user. As part of the registration process, the user may have

already provided the same user specific information and the obscured identifier generator

1602 may have already generated the obscured identifier and stored them in memory 22.

[00105] The translucent identification member issuer 12, in this example generates a

TIDM 14 having a translucent area having a visual filtering pattern 40 thereon configured to



visually filter a displayed obscured user identifier(s) 38 and is configured to overlay at least a

portion of a display screen. Having a user enter in user specific information to initiate a

session may be desirable where the same filtering pattern is printed on translucent identifier

members for a plurality of users. It is desirable to know that the holder of the TIDM is a

proper user as opposed to a thief that stole the TIDM. The authenticator, or other source,

sends the generated obscured identifier to the recipient device. The recipient device displays

the at least one visually obscured identifier as user authentication data and receives data

representing the revealed user authentication data (such as the revealed ID itself or a

representation of it) based on the translucent identification member having a filtering pattern

thereon. For example when the translucent identification member having the filtering pattern

thereon is held over the display, the filter reveals the user identifier. If desired, a translucent

identifier serial number can be assigned to each TIDM even though the same filter pattern

may be printed on more than one TIDM. As such, several users may have translucent

identification members with the same filter pattern.

[00106] The translucent identification member issuer 12 is operative to generate a

translucent identification member 14 having a translucent area that includes a visual filtering

pattern 40 thereon configured to visually filter a displayed obscured user identifier and

configured to overlay at least a portion of a display screen. The obscured identifier generator

1602 generates at least one visually obscured identifier for display on a display, in response

to received user information such as user specific information. The translucent identification

member authenticator 18, in this example receives data representing the revealed identifier

such as through the user entering the information through a user interface after the filtering

pattern is overlayed on the display and as previously described, the translucent identification

member authenticator compares the received revealed identifier with a corresponding

expected identifier (since it was generated by the obscured identifier generator) to determine

whether proper authentication of a recipient is appropriate. Alternatively, the translucent

identification member authenticator may send the received revealed identifier to a third party

that carries out the comparison and sends a message back to the authenticator or recipient

unit. Any other suitable division of operations may also be used as desired. The translucent

identification member authenticator or third party then sends right-grant information to a

recipient unit in response to the received data matching the corresponding expected identifier.

[00107] FIG. 17 illustrates one example of a method for securely providing

identification information that includes generating at least one obscured identifier for a



recipient based on, for example, received recipient secret data or non-secret data or data that

is not related to or received from the recipient. This is shown in block 1700. As shown in

block 1702, the method includes generating a translucent identification member 14 having a

visual filtering pattern 40 thereon. After the TIDM has been made, the method includes

receiving user identification information, such as a PIN: or other data as a first factor of

authentication for the user. As shown in block 1704, the method includes sending the one or

more obscured identifiers to the recipient and displaying at least one visually obscured

identifier as second factor user authentication data, that when visually combined with the

visual filtering pattern 40 on the translucent identification member, reveals an obscured

identifier for a user. As shown in block 1706, the method includes, the user for example,

overlaying the translucent identification member on the display to visually identify the

obscured identifier through the filter. The method also includes receiving data representing

the revealed user authentication data based on the translucent identification member having a

filtering pattern thereon. The method also includes receiving user specific information, such

as prior to the step of displaying the obscured identifier, to determine the visually obscured

identifier to be displayed on the display. For example, the system needs to determine which

obscured identifier to display since each user preferably has a different identifier. This may

be determined for example by having the user enter user specific information, through a user

interface in the recipient unit, such as a password or other secret or non-secret information as

desired.

[00108] Stated another way, the method includes receiving user identification

information as a first factor of authentication for a user and using, such as by the TIDM

authenticator, service provider or other suitable entity, such user identification information to

identify a translucent identification member in memory containing a particular visual filtering

pattern known to have been associated with such user. The method includes generating an

expected identifier to be used as a second factor of authentication for the user associated with

the received user identification information and generating a pattern of obscured user

identifiers containing the expected identifier such that when the pattern of obscured user

identifiers is combined with the visual filtering pattern on the identified translucent

identification member associated with the user the expected identifier will be revealed. The

method includes transmitting the pattern of obscured user identifiers to a display (e.g., a

displayed GUI) and requesting entry of a revealed identifier; and receiving data

representing the revealed identifier. As noted above, the TIDM authenticator for example, or



any suitable number of servers, or devices act as the circuits to carry out the above

operations.

[00109] The primary functionality of the disclosed apparatus, methods and systems

may be provided through application programming interfaces (APIs) that are executed by one

or more processing devices that can be readily integrated into current infrastructures. In

addition, each translucent identification member in one embodiment is different and has

seemingly different random information since the seemingly random information is typically,

but not necessarily, generated from information unique to a recipient, such as a password,

user name, personal identification number, or any other information. In each embodiment,

translucent identification members, and/or visual filters and/or obscured identifiers can be

pre-manufactured and subsequently associated with a user. Additionally, the obscured

identifiers and/or filtering patterns can be pre-generated and subsequently applied to

translucent identification members. Such subsequent application to translucent identification

members may be done by the creator of the filtering patterns or obscured identifiers or may

be done by the entity providing the service or by a third-party contractor of the service

provider. Since the manufacture of translucent identification members can be done with very

simple materials such as transparent plastic, it is also possible for the service provider to send

the obscured identifiers or visual patterns to users who can then themselves, apply the

filtering pattern or obscured identifiers to a translucent identification member.

[00110] The same translucent identification member may be used a repeated number of

times since there may be a plurality of different obscured identifiers thereon wherein each

time authentication is requested a different one of the obscured identifiers is exposed through

the visual filtering pattern. Hence the visually revealed identifier on the translucent

identification member can change during each authentication session if desired. The

translucent identification members described herein may be used for user authentication,

activating software applications or for any other suitable purpose. The different obscured

identifiers may be characters, images, or any other suitable information.

[00111] FIG. 18 illustrates one example of an article 1800 (e.g. a member), such as a

translucent or non-translucent film, sticker, card, or any other suitable material or article. It

will be recognized that the information shown on the article 1800 is shown as one example

only and it will be recognized that any suitable information may be used. In this example, the

article 1800 includes location information 1802 and 1804 (shown as row and column indicia)

respectively and sender authentication information 1806 in the form of numbers that are



addressable or locatable by the coordinate location information (e.g. row and column

information). In addition, the article 1800 includes an optional article identifier 1808 such as

a serial number generated (e.g. assigned) by the issuer of the article 1800.

[00112] Generally speaking, the article 1800 if desired, may be generated as described

above with respect to the translucent identification member to generate for example the

sender authentication information. However, in addition the location information 1802 and

1804 also needs to be added in one embodiment. In addition, it will be recognized that the

translucent identification member 14 may also be used as a sender authentication article and

that the obscured identifiers 38 may also serve as sender authentication information.

[00113] In addition, in this embodiment there need not be recipient specific

information if the system does not require it, as the sender authentication information may be

generated either independent from or based on recipient specific information if desired. This

may occur when the recipient signs up for the service. In addition, as used herein, location

information includes the information, for example, sent with a message or indexed by a

message sent by the sender which indicates which sender authentication information on the

article 1800 that the recipient is to verify. For example, location information need not be row

and column information, but may merely be the terms such as "upper left corner", "lower left

corner", "third from the right", or any other suitable information to notify the recipient which

sender authentication information on the article is to be used as the authentication

information for the given session, transaction or other communication. Alternatively, the

sender authentication information can be a pointer to a location that contains the sender

authentication information, such as, for example, a universal resource locator (URL) that

points to the sender authentication information for the given session, transaction or other

communication. Additionally, the location information can be a pointer to a location that

contains the actual location information, which in turn indicates where to look on the article

for the sender authentication information for the given session, transaction or other

communication. In another embodiment, the location information is a visual filtering pattern.

[00114] FIG. 19 illustrates a transaction card 1900 that may include, for example, a

magnetic strip 1902 or any other suitable information that may provide account information

or message sender information. The transaction card 1900 may be for example a banking

card, credit card, debit card or any other suitable transaction card as described above and may

include transaction card identifier information such as a card number etc., as described above.

This transaction card 1900 is different from conventional transaction cards because, among



other things, it includes the article 1800 thereon (or member), therein or secured thereto in

any suitable manner. As such, variations of the transaction card 1900 are illustrated for

example in FIG. 13. In one example, the member 1800, such as a piece of adhesive backed

paper or any other suitable member, is secured to a conventional transaction card if desired.

It will also be recognized as described above that the member or article may be secured or

suitably affixed in any suitable manner including, but not limited to adhesive, or any other

suitable mechanism. The member 1800 may also be sent to a recipient as a tear away portion

of a financial statement, billing statement etc. Preferably it is sized to fit on a transaction

card.

[00115] FIG. 20 illustrates one example of a method for providing electronic message

authentication that may be carried out by any suitable element. In this example, it may be

carried out for example by a server or plurality of servers or other suitable applications

executing on one or more processing devices. As shown in block 2000, the method includes,

for example, when a sender such as a bank server or other message sender wishes to send a

message to a recipient, determines desired location information, such as a row and column

that also exists on the particular recipient's article, and corresponding desired sender

authentication information to be sent and matched with sender authentication information

located on the article and is locatable according to the sent location information. This may be

done for example by accessing a database that links a recipient's email address for example,

to corresponding database fields that represent for example the content of an article that was

issued for that recipient. As shown in block 2002, the method includes sending the electronic

message and both desired location information and corresponding desired sender

authentication information, to the recipient wherein the desired sender authentication

information is locatable on the article based on the sent desired location information. As

such, for example, the sender or sending unit may associate (e.g., append, pre-pend, insert or

otherwise attach) row and column information and corresponding sender authentication

information that should appear at those locations on the article as part of an electronic

message to a recipient. The recipient may then locate, based on the received column and row

number, the sender authentication information on their article that was issued to them by (or

on behalf of) the sender, and confirm that the sent desired sender authentication information

matches the same information at the locations indicated by the sent location information sent

by the sending unit. If a match occurs, then the recipient trusts the sender of the message. It

will be recognized that the sent location information and sender authentication information



may be the data itself, an index to, function of, reference to, or any other suitable

representation of either or both of the location information and the sender authentication

information.

[00116] For example, the location coordinate information and corresponding sender

authentication information could include electronically transmitted data for display on a

display device, such as a visual filtering pattern and sender authentication information. In

this embodiment, the article would be a transparent article to allow a user to place the article

over an area of a display screen. The sent message would include the visual filtering pattern

along with the desired sender authentication information that should appear visually to the

user when the user overlays the article on a display screen. If the recipient visually

recognizes or sees the sender authentication information that is revealed through the visual

filtering pattern on screen with the sent desired sender authentication information and it

matches, then the user can trust the sender of the message. As such, visual filtering

techniques as previously described with respect to the translucent identification member for

recipient authentication may be used in part to authenticate a sender.

[00117] Referring also to FIG. 21, a specific example of a message and associated

sender authentication information and location information is shown as 2100. In a particular

embodiment, also referring to FIG. 18, the message is appended with sender authentication

information and in particular numbers "98413" and coordinate information of "A2, E4, Fl,

H4, J2". As such, the sending unit sends the electronic message along with both desired

sender authentication information and desired location information as shown. The user then

uses the article 1800 and looks, for example, at coordinate location A2 and sees the number

9, looks at the location coordinate E4 and sees the number 8, looks at the coordinate location

Fl and sees the number 4, looks at the coordinate location H4 and sees the number 1, and

looks at the coordinate location J2 and sees the number 3. If the user sees the same sender

authentication information on the article 1800 as was sent by the sending unit, then the

recipient trusts the sender as being an authentic message sender. In this example, the sender

authentication information visually represents sender authentication information that is

identifiable by location coordinate information in the form of rows and columns. However, it

will be recognized that rows and column format need not be used and as such the cells as

shown need not be employed. For example if objects are used as opposed to letters and

numbers, the objects may be located in upper left, upper right, middle or any other suitable

location of the article and the sender authentication information, which could be the object



can be sent such as in the form of a graphic or other suitable object, and the coordinate

location information may actually be words that might read "upper left corner". Any other

suitable coordinate location information or sender authentication information may also be

used.

[00118] The article 1800 as noted above may be for example a piece of paper, a plastic

card, transparent plastic card, sticker that can be affixed to existing plastic cards or any other

suitable article. In this example, each email recipient is provided with the article with its own

randomly (or seemingly randomly) generated contents. When sending an email, an

originator's message transfer agent or other server component associates with each outbound

email either directly or indirectly such as by a link to an HTML page using a URL or other

suitable reference, coordinates or other directions for locating one or more of the card's cells

or locations. Also appended, pre-pended, inserted, or otherwise attached to the email are the

contents at those locations. Upon receipt, the user confirms the lookup results using their

individual sender authentication article, such as reading the coordinates listed in the email

and looking them up on their own sender authentication article. In the embodiment where a

translucent version of the authentication article is used, the authentication article may be

placed over a visual filtering pattern provided with the email and the revealed sender

authentication information is compared by the recipient to the desired sender authentication

information that is provided in the email. If the characters or other information do not match,

then the authentication has failed.

[00119] FIG. 23 illustrates in more detail a method for providing electronic message

authentication wherein the method includes, as shown in block 2300, generating for example,

random sender authentication information to be placed on the article and if desired, location

information that may also be placed on the article and linking the two with the selected

recipient. Random includes pseudo random information or any suitable level of

randomization of information. This may be done as described above with respect to the

translucent identification member through a suitable interface on one or more server

computers or any other suitable device. As shown in block 2302, this information is stored as

the authentication information and corresponding location information in a suitable database.

As shown in block 2304, the method includes creating an article, such as article 1800

containing the location coordinate information and corresponding sender authentication

information and if desired an article identifier 1808 such as serial number for issuance to a

specific recipient. This may be done, for example, in basically a similar manner as described



above. For example, a card may be printed, a transaction card may be suitably formed, or a

sticker may be generated that can be adhered to any suitable article. The article is then sent

to the recipient by mail or any other suitable channel.

[00120] In an alternative embodiment, instead of using a type of hard token (e.g.

article), a soft token may be used wherein the representation (may not be an actual image) of

a card for example or representation of an article may be sent electronically for display via a

display screen to a user or for other electronic access by such user, either during each session

or once and the user may store the electronic sender authentication article in a file and may

access it as necessary. As such the electronic representation of the article can be accessed by

a software application so as to provide the recipient with the sender authentication

information located at the location identified by the sent location information.

[00121] As shown in block 2306, the method also includes, for example as described

above with respect to FIG. 20, determining, such as by the sender, at least one desired item of

location information and corresponding sender authentication information to append, pre-

pend, insert, or otherwise attach to the current message. Selection of the location information

and authentication information may be done in any suitable manner, such as randomly or in

any other suitable fashion as desired. As shown in dashed block 2308, in an alternative

embodiment, location information and sender authentication information is effectively

communicated in the form of a visual filtering pattern that may, if desired, cover up all row

and column headings and instead just allow the sender authentication information to be

visually displayed when the article is overlaid. As such, the method may include sending a

visual filtering pattern for display to the recipient to allow the recipient to visually determine

whether the sender is authentic. The recipient may place at least a portion of the sender

authentication information that is on the article, over a visual filtering pattern that is

displayed on the display screen, to determine whether the sent sender authentication

information with the message matches the sender authentication information made visible by

the visual filtering pattern.

[00122] In one example the method includes appending at least one desired item of

location information and corresponding sender authentication information to an electronic

message for a recipient. The sender authentication information visually represents

authentication information identifiable by the location coordinate information. As such, the

message itself may be appended, pre-pended, inserted, or otherwise attached to the

information or may contain a reference to the information such as a website or any other



suitable link or any other suitable representation of the sender authentication information and

location coordinate information.

[00123] As shown in block 2310, the method includes sending the electronic message

and data representing both the location coordinate information and the corresponding sender

authentication information to a recipient. The recipient may then look at the information on

the article and see if it matches that which was sent by the sending unit.

[00124] It will also be recognized that determining at least one location coordinate,

based on the location information and corresponding sender authentication information may

be done, for example, dynamically as opposed to looking up the information stored in the

database. For example, the sender (e.g. message sending unit) may simply be programmed

with a function to generate sender authentication information to send as opposed to looking

up pre-stored information.

[00125] Also if desired, the sender authentication information may be information for

example, such as the ending balance on a bank statement, any suitable information in a

billing statement or account statement that the sender may have previously sent to the

recipient that may contain the sender authentication information. The location information

may be the date of a particular statement and the sender authentication information may be

the current balance on a credit card account. Any other statement may also be used or any

other information known to, or provided by, the sending unit that is in the possession of the

recipient may be used.

[00126] FIG. 22 illustrates one example of a system for providing electronic message

authentication that may, if desired, carry out the steps described with reference to FIG. 23.

For example, a sending unit 2200, such as any server computer, plurality of servers, mobile

devices or any other suitable structure may include a sender authentication article issuer

2202, or a third party may issue the sender authentication article as desired. For example, the

sender authentication article issuer 2202 may generate the random sender authentication

information and corresponding location coordinate information and link it with a recipient

and store the information in the database 2204. The article 1800 may then be mailed, for

example, to a recipient, or in the case of a soft token, sent electronically to the recipient. In

this illustration (FIG. 22), a translucent article is shown. As such, the recipient 20 includes a

display 30 and the message 2100 for example is displayed on the display along with a visual

filtering pattern and the sent sender authentication information. The visual filtering pattern is

then used to reveal the expected sender authentication information that is then matched by the



recipient to that sent in the message 2100. In this embodiment where the sender

authentication article is a translucent type, the visual filtering pattern sent by the sender unit

embodies location information since the result of the recipient overlaying the sender

authentication article on a display screen will result in a visually revealed sender

authentication information at particular locations in the article. As such, the visual filtering

pattern includes the location information. In addition, it will be recognized that the term

information refers to any suitable indicia.

[00127] The sending unit 2200 which may be a suitable server in a network, node, or

any other suitable device, includes one or more circuits which may be in the form of one or

more processing devices that execute software instructions that are stored in memory, or may

be implemented using discrete logic, or any suitable combination of hardware, software or

firmware to carry out the operations described herein. As such, the sender unit 2200 includes

circuits that are operative to carry out the steps as described above.

[00128] In another embodiment, the use of the sender authentication article may be

combined for example with the systems described above with respect to the translucent

identification member such that the translucent identification member includes the location

information and sender authentication information thereon. For example the obscured

identifiers if desired may also serve as the sender authentication information or in an

alternative embodiment the translucent identification member may have a portion that

includes the obscured identifiers and another portion that includes the location information

and sender authentication information. In any event, use of a single article or member which

is translucent as described herein can provide multi-level authentication. For example, for

sender authentication, the methods described above with respect to FIGs. 18-22 may be

employed to confirm that the sender is authentic. Once a recipient for example is convinced

that the sender of an email is authentic, the recipient may then click on a URL sent in the

email message and then be presented with a suitable HTML form to enter account

information or other confidential information. However, prior to entering this confidential

information a second level of authentication may be carried out employing the translucent

identification member and obscured identifiers so that the sending unit can authenticate the

recipient at this stage of the session or transaction. It will also be recognized that any other

suitable ordering of operations or combinations of the authentication schemes may also be

employed.



[00129] In addition use of the claim terms includes any representation thereof. For

example the term sender authentication information includes the data itself, any index to the

data, any reference or pointer to the data, or any other representation thereof.

[00130] Among other advantages, there need not be any modification to a message

transfer agent or email client of a recipient. Also if desired, no recipient computers need to

be registered allowing authentication to be performed from any computer if desired. The

system may also be applicable to mobile devices where lookup coordinates can be easily

displayed on a small display screen. Other authentication purposes may include web

authentication, interactive voice response authentication or any authentication scenario. In

addition, the system and methods offer a type of inexpensive mechanism such as the

authentication cards that can be distributed versus more complex technologies that may

require smart cards, tokens or public key infrastructures. Other advantages will be

recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art.

[00131] FIG. 24 illustrates one example of a system 2400 that provides mutual

authentication between a user (e.g. recipient unit) and a sender unit, also referred to as a

target resource. As described for example with respect to FIGs. 18-23 and elsewhere, in this

example, the article 1800 serves as an authentication card which is assigned to each end user

and includes, for example, random and/or unique markings known only by the sender unit

(e.g. target resource) and the end user. By providing evidence of that knowledge to the

recipient, the sending unit can demonstrate its identity and by the end user causing the

recipient unit to return information located in the authentication card, the end user

demonstrates his/her identity as the proper end user.

[00132] As noted above, the system 2400 may include a sender authentication member

issuer 2202 that produces the article 1800 based on, for example, recipient specific

information 32 (i.e. user authentication information) which may be, but is not limited to, for

example a password and/or user ID. The system 2400 also includes sender unit 2402 which

may be a server or any suitable device as previously described and may also include, as noted

above, a group of servers or circuits that carry out the operations described herein. The

system 2400 also includes a database 2404 similar to the databases previously described

which, in this example, also stores the user authentication information 32 to allow a first level

user authentication operation to be carried out. In addition, as described above, the database

2404 also stores the sender authentication information that is located on the article as well as



the article identifier so that the sender unit 2402 may provide the second level authentication

process as described herein.

[00133] The sender unit 2402 also includes, for example, memory that contains

executable instructions that when executed by one or more processing devices operates as a

first level user authenticator 2406 and a second level authenticator 2408. As noted above, it

will be recognized however that these operations may be carried by separate servers or other

computing units located or accessible through the Internet, an intranet or any suitable

network. It will also be recognized that the communications described herein may be

communicated wirelessly for example where the recipient unit 20 is a wireless handheld

device or other suitable portable wireless device.

[00134] Referring also to FIG. 25, a method for providing mutual authentication

between a user and a sender unit, such as a target resource, is described. The article as noted

above may include a transaction card, a card not having any transaction information, a

translucent card, an electronic card (e.g. visually displayed card) that may be, for example,

stored in memory on the recipient unit or any other suitable unit and then displayed to a user

upon user request or automatically in response to receipt of the challenge, or the article may

take any other suitable form. Also, the location information sent in the challenge includes,

for example, electronically transmitted data for display in a display device. As noted above,

this may take the form of row and column information or any other suitable information that

may be electronically transmitted and, for example, displayed on display 30 for the user or

audibly presented. It will be assumed that for this embodiment, a user has received the

sender authentication article 1800 and in this example it is not a translucent article so that no

visual filter need be used in this example. However, it will be recognized that the operations

described herein may be suitably carried out for any suitable article including a translucent

card or article. This method may be carried out, for example, by the system shown in FIG.

24, or by any suitable system or structure. In this example, article identification information

need not be sent to the recipient unit by the sender unit 2402. However, it may be, if desired.

In this example, the sender unit 2402 repeatedly checks to see whether a reply to a sent

challenge includes sender authentication information that was identified by location

information in a sent challenge matches expected (e.g., that desired by the sender) sender

authentication information. If not, the challenge is repeatedly sent multiple times during a

session, or over multiple sessions until the desired sender authentication information that is

received by the sending unit matches the expected authentication information.



[00135] Although not shown in FIG. 25, a first level authentication process may be

initially carried out. For example, this may include receiving user authentication information

2410 that may include, for example, a user password and user ID, from the recipient unit 20,

and hence the user. This is received, for example, by the first level user authenticator 2406.

The first level user authenticator 2406 then authenticates the user based on the received user

authentication information 2410 by using the user authentication information 32 obtained, for

example, from the database 2402. If they match, user authentication is successful. A "yes"

indication 2412 is then sent to the second level authenticator 2408 indicating that a second

authentication process may be carried out. It is preferable, for example, also that during the

first level authentication process, a lock out mechanism is implemented such as one that

limits the number of authentication attempts during this first level authentication process

preventing a brute force attack. Upon successful completion of the first step of

authentication, the user is prompted to authenticate with article specific information as

described below.

[00136] As shown in block 2500, the method includes determining, for a user that has

been assigned the article 1800, desired sender authentication information that corresponds to

sender authentication information that is embodied on the article. This may be done, for

example, by the second level authenticator 2408 suitably selecting sender authentication

information from the database 2404 that is located on the article 1800 based on the user

authentication information 32. As noted above, this indicia on the article is stored by the

sender authentication member issuer 2202 in the database 2404. The sender authentication

information can be located on the article 1800 by a user by using the location information,

such as row and column identifiers, or any other suitable location information as described

above.

[00137] As shown in block 2502, the method includes sending, such as by the sender

unit 2402, a challenge for the user that includes at least location information that identifies

the desired sender authentication information that can be located on the article 1800. A

challenge may include, for example, one or more coordinate sets that are for example,

displayed to a user via display 30. The challenge is preferably particular to each user and

must be retrieved, based on the identity or user authentication information from the first level

user authentication process. This ensures that the user is presented with the same challenge

until successful authentication is complete. The repeating of the same challenge can prevent

an attacker from mounting a brute force attack based on knowledge of only a few of the



user's card contents which, for example, may have been obtained using various potential

attack mechanisms. The randomly generated challenge is then carried out and stored once

the user has successfully authenticated through a second level authentication process. The

challenge 2414 may be sent in any suitable manner and may take any suitable form including,

but not limited to, an SSL communication or non-secure communication if desired. As

shown in block 2504, the method includes receiving a reply to the sent challenge. In this

example, a reply designated as 2416 is received from the recipient unit 20 and is generated by

the recipient unit under control of the user, for example, using the location information sent

in the challenge 2414, such as a row and column ID to determine sender authentication

information located on the card. The user enters this information through a suitable user

interface in response to the challenge. As such, with respect to the embodiment of FIGS. 24-

28, the reply includes desired (desired by the sender unit) sender authentication information

obtained from the article. This reply information, although referred to as "sender

authentication information" is actually used to authenticate the user by the sender unit, or

other entity, since the reply contains information only obtainable by the holder of the

authentication card.

[00138] As shown in block 2506, the method includes determining, such as by the

sender unit 2402, whether the received reply to the challenge includes the desired sender

authentication information that was identified by the location information sent in the

challenge. As shown in block 2508, if the received sender authentication information in the

reply is not the desired sender authentication information that was identified in the challenge

by the location information, the sender unit 2402, in this example, then resends the same

challenge containing the same location information that was previously sent, to the recipient

unit 20. As shown in block 2510, the method includes repeating the steps of analyzing the

received reply and if the reply does not include sender authentication information that was

expected based on the location information sent in the challenge, the sender unit sends the

same challenge during the same session, until the received reply includes the desired sender

authentication information that is on the article or until a suitable number of tries have been

attempted as set by the sender unit, for example. The challenge is repeated until the reply

includes the expected desired sender authentication information.

[00139] FIG. 26 illustrates another method for providing mutual authentication

between a user and a sender and may be carried out, for example, by the system 2400 of FIG.

24, or any other suitable system or devices. In this example, the repeated sending of the same



challenge until a proper reply is received, is not carried out. In this embodiment, article

identification information, such as a serial number located on the article, or any other suitable

article identification is also sent to the user in addition to the location information in a

challenge. As shown in block 2600. the method includes determining, such as by the sender

unit 2402, desired sender authentication information that corresponds to sender authentication

information that is embodied on the article and also determining for the same user,

corresponding article identification information, such as the serial number on the article or

shared secret or any other suitable identification information. As shown in block 2602, the

method includes sending a challenge for the user that includes the determined location

information and article identification information for authenticating the sending unit to the

user.

[00140] As shown in block 2604, the method includes authenticating the user based on

a reply to the challenge wherein the reply includes sender authentication information obtained

from the article, based on the location information. In this example, the user does not, for

example, enter or send a reply to the challenge unless the user verifies that the article

identification information sent in the challenge, matches the article identification information

on the article itself. As such, the user may authenticate the sending unit based on the article

identification information. As such, in this example, the challenge includes article

identification information in addition to the location information. The reply includes the

sender authentication information located on the article, defined by the location information.

If the article identifier in the challenge matches the article identifier on the article that is in

the possession of the user, then the user trusts the sending unit. As shown in block 2606, the

method includes authenticating the user based on the reply to the challenge. In this example,

again a first level of authentication is preferably carried out that was previously described

based on a user password and/or user ID. If that level of authentication is successful, then the

method shown in FIG. 26 may be suitably carried out. However, the challenge and reply may

also be used as a first level of authentication instead of a user name and password. As also

noted, the article identification information may include a shared secret known to the user

and to the sender or may be an article serial number, or any other suitable information.

[00141] FIG. 27 illustrates another method for providing mutual authentication

between a user and sender which effectively combines some of the operations shown in FIGs.

25 and 26. As shown in block 2700, the method includes, performing a first authentication

process such as by prompting for first level user authentication information. This may



include, for example, the sending unit sending a request or providing a prompt for the user to

enter a password and user ID. In response, the sending unit receives the first level user

authentication information such as a password and stored user authentication information 32

(e.g. a hash of the received password) is verified to ensure that the received first level user

authentication information is proper. However, it will be recognized that this second factor

authentication technique can also be used as a first level authentication technique. As shown

in block 2702, if the first level authentication is successful, the method includes determining

for the user the desired sender authentication information that corresponds to the sender

authentication information that is embodied on the article and determining, for example,

article identification information that can be located on the article. As such, in this example,

both location information and article identification information are sent in a challenge. The

steps previously described with reference to FIGs. 25 and 26 are then carried out such that,

for example, a challenge is repeatedly sent wherein the challenge is the same challenge until

proper sender authentication information is received in a reply. As such, the user confirms

that the display of an article identifier from the challenge matches the identifier on their card.

This authenticates the sender unit or target organization as only it and the end user have

knowledge of this identifier. The user inputs a suitable response to the challenge by looking

at the contents of their card at the location information sent in the challenge. The sending

unit can verify the reply and authenticate the user as only the end user with this card can

correctly respond to the challenge. It will be recognized that the operations were described in

the context of, for example, the Internet but the operations are equally applicable to other

channels of communication such as interactive voice response or any other suitable

communication system. For example, where interactive voice response is used, a user prompt

would be provided by voice over a wireless or wire line telephony network from, for

example, an automated system. A user response would be provided via touchtone keypads

instead of, for example, through web form input. Any other suitable communication system

may also be used.

[00142] Among other advantages, the described apparatus systems and methods

provide secure authentication of both the end user and sending unit or target organization and

may be relatively easy to use and relatively inexpensive to produce and distribute such as the

authentication cards versus more complex technologies such as smart cards, hardware tokens

or public key infrastructures. In addition, the system may be readily implemented using web



clients across multiple communication channels for mobile devices, non-mobile devices,

voice activated devices or any other suitable devices.

[00143] FIG. 28 diagrammatically represents the operations described above. For

example, as shown by communication 2800, a user is presented with a conventional user

name and password login screen and enters their user name and password and sends it as a

login response 2800 to the sender unit 2402 which then performs an authentication process,

as known in the art, by comparing the received password and user ID to those stored in the

password database 2802, for example. If validation is successful, the sender unit 2402 sends

a challenge 2414 to a recipient unit with, for example, a user's card identifier and challenge

which includes location information so that the user can locate specific indicia on the card (as

described here and above, the card may serve as a first or second factor authentication article

or token). This challenge is, for example, displayed for the user on the recipient unit. The

user confirms the received card identifier with the card identifier on the authentication card in

the user's possession and answers the challenge by sending a reply 2416 back to the sender

unit 2402. This reply is then validated by the sender unit to validate the user to complete

mutual authentication. However, if the second level authentication is not successful, the

sender unit will repeatedly send the same challenge, namely the same location information

back to the recipient unit until a proper reply has been received.

[00144] The above detailed description of the invention and the examples described

therein have been presented for the purposes of illustration and description and that other

variations will be recognized by those in the art. For example, it will be recognized that the

various operations described herein may be distributed in a network or non-network

configuration. For example, different operations of the authenticator, sending units or TIDM

issuers or other operations may be performed by one or more third party web server(s) or

other entities or devices. Other variations will also be recognized for the sender

authentication apparatus and methods.

[00145] FIGs. 29 and 3 1 show a system 2900 similar to 2400 (FIG. 24). The

embodiment shown in FIGs. 29 and 31 has a sender unit 2902 similar to the sender unit 2402.

In addition to the sender unit 2402, sender unit 2902 contains a challenge generator with

usage tracking 2904, which may be implemented in any suitable manner, and in this example,

is shown to be one or more processing devices executing a software module stored in

memory. The sender unit 2902 is operatively coupled through one or more communication

links 2906 to a recipient unit 20, as also shown in FIG. 24, among others. The



communication link is used to send challenges and replies as previously described and set

forth below.

[00146] The sender unit 2902 is also operatively connected through links 2908 to

memory 2910, shown as a database 2910 in this particular example. It is to be understood,

however, that the memory 2910 may be in any suitable form known to one of ordinary skill in

the art, such as a lookup table in RAM, ROM, distributed memory in web servers, etc. The

memory may be integrated into the sender unit 2902 itself. Furthermore, each piece of data

(e.g. stored rule data, challenge data elements, usage data, etc.) may be in different memory

locations independent of each other. In the shown embodiment, the database 2910 may store

information such as rule data 2912, stored usage data (or usage data) 2914, and a stored pool

of challenge data elements and corresponding sender authentication information 2916, which

represents or may in fact be the same as the authentication information that is located on an

article along with the article identifier as discussed above in reference to FIG. 24. In this

example, the stored usage data 2914 is on a per challenge data element basis. However, it

may also be on a per group of challenge data element basis.

[00147] The sender unit 2902 also includes, for example, memory that contains

executable instructions that when executed by one or more processing devices can provide

authentication of a user to a sender, using a challenge generator with usage tracking 2904. If

desired, the sender unit 2902 determines that a user authentication operation is needed or

required. For example, a sender unit, such as sender unit 2902, may carry out a first level

user authentication operation. If that first level user authentication operation is successful,

the sender unit 2902 may determine that another user authentication operation is needed.

However, the sender unit 2902 may be the first level of user authentication. Note that

determining that a user authentication operation is needed or required may be an explicit or

implicit operation. For example, a user may explicitly or actively request that a user

authentication operation take place. As those skilled in the art will appreciate, however, an

alternative may be that "determining" is more implicit, such as when a user authentication

operation is a default operation.

[00148] Referring more specifically to FIG. 29, system 2900, as shown in this

particular embodiment, shows rule data 2912 and stored usage data 2914. As the method of

FIG. 30 shows, starting with block 3001, a device, such as a sender unit or other device, may



use this rule data 2912 and stored usage data 2914 to generate a challenge for user

authentication such that the challenge has at least one challenge data element from a stored

pool of challenge data elements, shown in block 3003. The sender unit 2902 may then send

the challenge, as shown in block 3005. As such, usage data corresponding to potential

challenge data is used to determine a next challenge, as opposed to, for example, a random

selection process.

[00149] As further described below, the rule data 2912 may cause a unit to generate

different types of challenges. For example, in this example, the rule data 2913 may cause a

device to select at least one challenge data element not previously used or a challenge data

element from a group of least-used elements. As such, a device, such as sender unit 2902,

generates such a challenge and uses the rule data 2912 and stored usage data 2914, which is

associated with the elements in a stored pool of challenge data elements 2916. The stored

usage data 2914 may be in any form that indicates some level of uses (including non-use) of

challenge data elements. As one example, the stored usage data may have a one-to-one

relationship with a challenge data element and represent the number of times that particular

challenge data element has been used in a successful reply as described below. As one

alternative, the stored usage data may also represent the number of times the associated

challenge data element has been used in any challenge, regardless of whether or not the

challenge received a successful reply.

[00150] As described below, the stored pool of challenge data elements 2916 may be

data representing both location information 3108 and information 3109 identified by the

location information 3108 (expected data sent in an expected reply to a challenge). In the

challenge/reply context, the information 3109 (even though also referred to as sender

authentication information) is expected reply information that is compared to the actual reply

to allow a sender to authenticate a recipient. In a sender authentication context both location

info 3108 and sender authentication info 3109 are sent to a user, so that a user can

authenticate the sender. In this example, it may represent second factor authentication article

location information that identifies sender authentication information 3109 that can be

located on an article by using the location information 3108 associated with the article.

Furthermore, the location information 3108 may correspond to row and column identifiers, as

described throughout.



[00151] As one skilled in the art will appreciate, other embodiments may use different

rule data 2912 to generate different challenges. This rule data may correspond to different

policy considerations as discussed below. There is also no limit to the number of different

rules that may be used. As such, many of the features described below in conjunction with

other embodiments may also apply to the above-described embodiment, as one of ordinary

skill in the art will recognize and appreciate. For example, the length of a challenge may

vary either independent of or in conjunction with the stored usage data or rule data. As one

illustration, rule data may specify that the more often the challenge data elements have been

used, the length of the challenge should increase. Another example may be to lengthen the

number of challenge data elements in a given transaction based on the type of transaction,

i.e., higher value transactions, such as financial transactions, have a greater number of

challenge data elements in them. Yet another example, as further discussed below, may be to

track a time at which a previous challenge contained a particular challenge data element and

then to generate a new challenge based on that tracked time. As another example, the new

challenge may not include any challenge data element that have been used within a certain

time period (e.g., exclude those that were sent in a challenge within the last few hours or

days). Rule data and stored usage data may also be used to invoke an operation that is not

necessarily related to the generation of a challenge. For example, rule data may specify that

after either a certain percentage of the challenge data elements have been used or after they

have been used a certain number of times, a new second factor authentication article should

be issued (re-issued) or a different method of authentication should be used when the sender

authenticates the user.

[00152] Referring also to FIG. 33, the challenge generator with usage tracking 2904

may generate a challenge for user authentication, such as the example challenge 3102. In this

example, the challenge 3102 contains one or more portions, such as portion a 3104 and

portion n 3106. A portion refers to one or more challenge data elements 3108 that is selected

based on rule data, such as first rule data 3110 (or second rule data 3 112), from a stored pool

of challenge data elements.

[00153] The challenge generator with usage tracking 2904 may generate a challenge

having at least a first and a second portion. The first portion, such as portion a 3104, may be

based on first rule data 3110 and stored usage data 2914 that corresponds to at least one of the

challenge data elements. Likewise, the second and additional portions, such as portion n



3106, may be based on second rule data 3112 (and also additional rule data) and stored usage

data that corresponds to at least one of the challenge data elements.

[00154] In one embodiment, the first rule data 3 110 may cause the selection of at least

one least-used challenge data element to be part of the first portion. For example, FIG. 33

shows a list of challenge data elements 3 114 with their corresponding usage data 2914,

shown in this example as a useCount 3 116, which may relate to the number of times each

particular challenge data element 3108 has been used in a certain event, such as any

challenge, a successful challenge, or a failed challenge. The list of challenge data elements

3 114 shown in FIG. 33 may include all challenge data elements in the stored pool of

challenge data elements 2916, a subset thereof, or challenge data elements from another

suitable location. For purposes of this illustration, let the useCount 3 116 correspond to the

number of times each challenge data element 3108 has been used in any challenge. As

shown in FIG. 33, challenge data element B3 has been used 0 times, challenge data element

C1 has been used 0 times, challenge data element A2 has been used one time, and challenge

data element C4 has been used 4 times. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 33, the first

rule data 3 110 causes the selection of three (3) least-used challenge data elements to be part

of the first portion a 3104. To accomplish this task, each challenge data element 3108 was

grouped with other challenge data elements with the same useCounts 3 116. The groups were

then arranged in ascending order based on useCount 3 116 and randomly shuffled as shown.

According to the first rule data 3110, the first three challenge data elements 3108 were

included in portion a 3104 of the challenge 3102.

[00155] Second rule data 3 112 may cause the selection of at least one more-used

challenge data element to be selected for the second portion. FIG. 33 shows second rule data

3 112 selecting a random challenge data element 3108 for portion n 3106 of the challenge

3102 from any of the remaining data elements not yet used in that particular challenge.

However, the group of "more-used" challenge data elements may be a subset of the group

containing all elements not yet in the challenge. For example, the second rule data may

define the most-used challenge data elements to include challenge data elements having one

of the three highest useCounts. Based on FIG. 313, such a rule with this particular list of

challenge data elements 3 114 would mean that a most-used challenge data element could be

any challenge data element having a useCount 3116 of 2, 3, or 4. As such, the most-used

challenge data elements based on this specific example rule and the example challenge



elements in FIG. 3 1 would include Bl, C2, A4, B2, C3, A3, B4, and C4. Of course, as

already noted, the challenge data elements do not have to be row and column identifiers as

shown in FIG. 33. They may be made up of any suitable location information as already

discussed above.

[00156] The sender unit 2902 may also store the pool of challenge data elements 2916

and stored usage data 2914. The stored usage data 2914 may be based on previous uses of a

respective data element in previous data challenges. In one embodiment, the stored pool of

challenge data elements 2916 represents second factor authentication article location

information that identifies sender authentication information that can be located on an article

by using the location information 3108. The location information 3108, for example, may

correspond to row and column identifiers. It is also understood that location information may

be in a form other than row and column identifiers. As discussed above, location information

may be anything that allows a user to locate sender authentication information on the article.

For example, terms such as "upper left corner," "lower left corner," "third from the right," or

any other suitable information that allows a user to identify the correct sender authentication

information on the article may be used.

[00157] The sender unit 2902 may also send a generated challenge for use in

authentication of a user to a sender. Additionally, the sender unit 2902 may contain memory

that includes executable instructions that cause the one or more processing devices to receive

a reply to the challenge from a user such as a recipient unit 20, compare the reply to an

expected reply, and grant second level authentication status to the user if the received reply

matches with the expected reply. As discussed above, FIG. 25 shows one way in which this

sent/received reply process may work.

[00158] Another aspect of the device 2900 may include the memory having executable

instructions that cause the one or more processing devices to re-issue a new second factor

authentication article or use a different method of authentication in response to stored usage

data 2914. This aspect of the invention may contain any other suitable aspects of the

invention. For example, the article may contain location information that corresponds to row

and column identifiers or a visual representation thereof. As an example of a response to

stored data, if a certain percentage of challenge data elements (such as 30%, 70%, 100%, etc.)

have been used in a certain number of challenges (or successful challenge/reply sets) (such as



1 time, 4 times, 100 times), then the device 2900 may re-issue a new second factor

authentication article. The percentage of used challenge data elements and number of uses

that determine whether a second factor authentication article should be re-issued is based on

policy and security needs. As one skilled in the art will appreciate, re-issuing a new card

after a lower percentage of challenge data elements has been used a lower number of times

(such as once) increases security of the system because a potential attacker may have

observed all of the successful challenges in the past, thereby allowing him or her to know all

of the challenge data elements and the corresponding sender authentication elements

associated with each of those challenge data elements. By re-issuing a new second factor

authentication article, any information the attacker may have observed involving the previous

authentication article is now useless to him or her. As a simplification of this method, one

may track only whether or not a challenge data element has been used at all, opposed to the

number of uses, either in any challenge or a successful challenge. By tracking use at all, a

device may generate a challenge based on a certain number of used challenge data elements

and a certain number of challenged data elements not-yet-used. Also, a re-issue of a second

factor authentication article may correspond to a certain number of "used up" challenge data

elements as discussed above.

[00159] Another embodiment of the device 2900 may include memory with executable

instructions that cause the one or more processing devices to generate a challenge having a

number of least-used challenge data elements based on a threshold value. Limiting the

number of least-used challenge data elements based on a threshold value may mean that the

number of least-used challenge data elements must include at least the number as defined by

the threshold value or no more than the number defined by the threshold value. This

embodiment may also be based on policy and security concerns. As one of ordinary skill in

the art will appreciate, creating a lower threshold value that represents the maximum amount

of least-used challenge data elements that can be used in a challenge lowers security of each

login but makes it possible to use an article longer at that security level. Conversely, creating

a higher threshold value that represents the minimum amount of least-used challenge data

elements that must be used in each challenge increases security but that security level will not

last as long with that particular article because an attacker will see a greater number of least-

used challenge data elements with each successful challenge.



[00160] The sender unit 2902 may also contain memory with executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to perform additional operations related to

policy and security issues. FIG. 39 illustrates one example of a policy- or security-related

operation. The device 2900 may group challenge data elements based on a value of stored

usage data 3704, determine a number of challenge data elements in each group 3706,

compare the number of challenge data elements in each group with a threshold value 3708,

and move challenge data elements to other groups such that the number of challenge data

elements in each group satisfies a desired condition based on comparing the number of

challenge data elements in each group with the threshold value 3710. As one of ordinary

skill in the art will appreciate, this operation helps ensure that the challenge data elements are

not predictable. As one of ordinary skill in the art would also recognize, tracking usage of

challenge data elements and grouping them based on usage leads to situations in which

groups, such as a least-used group or a most-used group, contain very few challenge data

elements. In such cases, it may be desirable to artificially add cells to a group to ensure that

portions of a challenge are not fully predictable. For example, if rule data 2912 requires that

the device use two challenge data elements based on a particular rule and the group defined

by that rule limits the number of challenge data elements in the group to two, it may be

predictable to an attacker that those two challenge data elements will be in the challenge,

thereby decreasing security. Accordingly, the threshold value would be based on policy and

security concerns based on the usage of each particular device 2900.

[00161] The device may also limit security concerns with a time-related process. For

example, the device may include memory with executable instructions that cause the one or

more processing devices to track a time at which a previous challenge contained a particular

challenge data element and generate a new challenge based on the time of when the previous

challenge last contained the particular challenge data element. For example, if the challenge

data elements are randomly selected, there is a chance that the same challenge data elements

may appear in successive challenges or challenges in close proximity to each other. This

possibility may allow an attacker, for example, to receive data challenge elements in a

challenge from a challenge that he or she just recently observed. This aspect of the invention

helps reduce such a risk by not allowing the random selection of a challenge data element

3108 from a group 3 114 based on rule data to be repeated in challenges in close temporal

proximity to each other.



[00162] Referring now to FIG. 32, a method for providing authentication of a user to a

sender will be described. This method may be carried out by a device such as the device

2900 shown in FIG. 3 1, but it should be understood that the following methods can be

implemented on any suitable device or system or combination thereof. The method may start

out, shown in block 3002, when a user authentication is needed. The start of this method,

block 3002, may occur for any level of user authentication, such as a first-level user

authentication, a second-level user authentication, etc. As shown in block 3004, the method

includes determining that a user authentication operation is desired. This determination

process, which may involve a first level or a multi-factor authentication process, is described

above. See, for example, the discussion referencing FIGs. 10 and 11. At the end of the

method, block 3008, the method may be repeated as necessary.

[00163] After the device determines that a user authentication operation is desired, the

device generates a challenge for user authentication, having a challenge data element from a

stored pool of challenge data elements and including at least a first and a second portion.

This step is shown in block 3006. As described above, the stored pool of challenge data

elements may represent second factor authentication article location information that

identifies a user to a sender or sender authentication information that can be located on an

article by using the location information. This location information may, for example,

correspond to row and column identifiers. However, it should be understood that the location

information need not be limited to row and column identifiers, as described above. The

device can generate the first portion based on stored usage data that corresponds to at least

one of the challenge data elements and first rule data. The device may also generate the

second portion based on stored usage data that corresponds to at least another challenge data

element and second rule data. The stored usage data may represent the number of times a

challenge data element has resulted in a corresponding successful reply element. The device

generates a challenge for transmission for user authentication. Such a challenge includes

selected data elements for transmission that represent corresponding data elements embodied

on the article that is provided to the user. The selected data elements are selected in

accordance with rules and usage data for the data elements.

[00164] As one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate, the rule data in the described

method may have control over which challenge data elements are selected for a particular

challenge and how the challenge data elements are chosen. For example, FIG. 37 shows a



method of generating a challenge based on particular rule data. The starting point of this

method, block 3502, may occur, for example before or during the generation of a challenge.

As shown in block 3504, a device implementing the method may group challenge data

elements based on a value of stored usage data. Next, as shown in block 3506, the device

may shuffle the order of challenge data elements within a group or list of challenge data

elements that have the same useCount. As shown in block 3508, the device may generate a

first portion of the challenge by selecting a certain number of challenge data elements from

the group or groups of least-used challenge data elements. The number chosen could be any

number, such as a threshold value, as defined by rule data. As illustrated in block 3510, the

device may generate a second portion of a challenge by randomly choosing a certain number

of data challenge elements from the remaining data challenge elements, i.e., those that have

not yet been used in this particular challenge. The device may then send the challenge, which

includes the first and second portions. It should be recognized that the challenge may include

more than the two portions described in the method shown in FIG. 37.

[00165] FIG. 38 illustrates how a device may implement a similar method similar to

that shown in FIG. 37 while using different rule data. Accordingly, in FIG. 38, many of the

steps are the same as shown in FIG. 37. Block 3610 differs from block 3510 in that block

3610 describes that a device may use the rule data in which the data challenge elements for

the second portion are selected from only those challenge data elements remaining in other

groups, which describes that the rule data may determine which groups to select different

portions from. In this particular example, block 3610 describes that the second portion of a

challenge is generated such that no challenge data element is chosen from the group or list of

least-used challenge data elements.

[00166] Turning now to FIG. 34, a method is shown, which, when carried out by a

device, such as device 2900, produces a sent challenge. As shown in block 3004, a device

may determine that a user authentication operation is desired, as already discussed above.

This may occur after block 3210 if usage data has already been stored or at any suitable time,

if at all. As shown in block 3206, the device may optionally store rule data that defines what

challenge data elements to use from a pool of stored challenge data elements. As an

alternative, the rule data may already be stored or hard-coded in a suitable location. If

desired, a system operator may select this rule data by any number of means, such as through

a graphic user interface that presents different rules to choose depending upon desired



security levels, transaction types or other suitable criteria. Alternatively, the rules may be

preset or hard coded. Then, as shown in block 3208, the device may determine or track usage

data for each authenticated challenge data element in a pool or group of challenge data

elements. The device may store this usage data in memory, illustrated in block 3210.

Finally, as also shown in FIG. 32 block 3006, the device may generate a portion of a

challenge based on the stored usage data and first stored rule data, and also generate another

portion of the challenge based on the stored usage data and at least a second stored rule data.

As one skilled in the art will appreciate, a portion of a challenge may have any number of

challenge data elements. Furthermore, although block 3006 only discusses two portions, any

number of portions and any number of rule data may be used to generate a challenge.

Finally, as shown in block 3214, the device may send the entire challenge, which may, for

example, be data representing a location on a card such that a user can locate sender

authentication information for a second level authentication operation. Block 3216

demonstrates that the method may, if desired, be followed by additional steps, such as those

shown in FIG. 36.

[00167] Some alternative embodiments are shown in FIG. 35. As is similar in FIGs.

32 and 34, block 3004 shows, if desired, that a device may determine that a user

authentication operation is needed, which may occur in any of the ways already discussed

above. The device may also optionally store a pool of challenge data elements into memory

and store the usage data based on previous uses of a respective challenge data element in

previous challenges, as shown in blocks 3306 and 3308. Then, one possible continuation of

this method is shown in block 3310. As shown in block 3310, the device may re-issue a new

second factor authentication article to a user or indicate that one needs to be re-issued in

response to stored usage data. Alternatively, a new type of second factor authentication

article could be required such as a finger print scan, another type of second factor

authentication token other than a location based card etc. Rule data may be used to indicate

that such a step should occur. As explained in an example above, if a certain percentage of

challenge data elements (such as 30%, 70%, 100%, etc.) have been used in a certain number

of challenges (or successful challenge/reply sets) (such as 1 time, 4 times, 100 times), then

the device 2900 may re-issue a new second factor authentication article for a user. As

already discussed above, the article (e.g. grid card) may contain location information that

corresponds to row and column identifiers or a visual representation thereof. The percentage



of used challenge data elements and number of uses that determine whether second factor

authentication article should be re-issued is based on policy and security needs as set by a

system operator, for example. As one skilled in the art will appreciate, re-issuing a new card

after a lower percentage of challenge data elements has been used a lower number of times

(such as once) increases security of the system because a potential attacker may have

observed all of the successful challenges in the past, thereby allowing him or her to know all

of the challenge data elements and the corresponding sender authentication elements

associated with each of those challenge data elements. By re-issuing a new second factor

authentication article, any information the attacker may have observed involving the previous

authentication article is now useless to him or her.

[00168] After the step shown in block 3308 and before generating a challenge as

shown in block 3006 and as discussed above, the device may optionally store a tracking time

at which a previous challenge contained a particular challenge data element, as shown in

block 3312. A device may later use this stored time to generate a new challenge based on the

time of when the previous challenge last contained the particular challenge data element. For

example, rule data may specify that if a challenge data element has been used within the past

X hours, minutes, days, or any other suitable time period, it should not be part of a challenge.

As discussed above, tracking a time and using it in this way can, among other things, increase

the security of a method and apparatus for mutual authentication. Block 3006 shows that the

method can generate a challenge as described throughout, and block 3214 shows that a device

may send the entire challenge, which may include challenge data elements.

[00169] Referring to FIG. 36, after sending a challenge as shown, for example, in

FIGs. 34 and 35, the device may receive a reply to the sent challenge from a user in the form

of data, as shown in block 3406. Next, the device may compare the received reply to an

expected reply (stored information corresponding sent to the location information i.e. sender

authentication information 2916) and determine if there is a match, as shown in blocks 3408

and 3410. If the received reply does not match the expected reply, the device may send

notification to the client that there is a problem, as shown in block 3414.

[00170] As the method shown in FIG. 36 demonstrates, if the reply does match the

expected reply, a device (such as the authentication server) may grant authentication status to

the user and access the target (i.e. desired) resource when authentication is successful and



may also notify the client of the success, as shown in block 3416 after which time the

recipient device is allowed to access the target resource. In this case, the device will update

usage data for the specific challenge data elements used in the challenge, as shown in block

3418. As already discussed, this usage data may be used during the generation of later

challenges based on rule data such that a more secure challenge can be generated. The

method then ends at block 3420, at which point additional steps may be added or the method

may be repeated.

[00171] It should be understood that the usage data may be updated at any suitable

location throughout the method, as is illustrated with blocks 3404 and 3412. It may prove

useful to update usage data even if the received reply did not match the expected reply, as

shown in block 3412. Even though the challenge was not a success, the reply may not have

matched the expected reply because one of the plurality of challenge data elements could

have been wrong. Therefore, as one skilled in the art will appreciate, an attacker may still be

able to observe several pieces of sender authentication information even though the entire

reply was not correct. Thus, it may make sense to even track usage data for unsuccessful

challenges and replies. Alternatively, the device may wish to update usage data during an

unsuccessful challenge/reply set for only the sender authentication information that is correct

per each individual challenge data element.

[00172] Turning now to FIG. 39, the figure shows a method that a device may carry

out based on rule data to help prevent the predictability that certain data challenge elements

may occur in a given challenge. As one of ordinary skill in the art may notice, there will be

cases where the set of challenge data elements in a "least-used" category, group, or list will

be very small. Similarly, there will be cases where almost all cells are in the "least-used"

category, group, or list. In these cases it may be desirable to artificially add cells to a

category, group, or list to ensure that parts of the challenge are not fully predictable. FIG. 39

shows one method that a device may use to help diminish this possibility. The starting point,

block 3702, may be at any suitable time during which rule data is used to generate a

challenge. As shown in block 3704, the method begins by grouping challenge data elements

based on a value of stored usage data. Shown in block 3706, the method involves

determining the number of challenge data elements in each group. This number is then

compared with a threshold value, as shown in block 3708. This threshold value may be

defined by rule data, hard-coded into a device, or stored in any other suitable means. Finally,



as shown in block 3710, the method involves moving challenge data elements to other groups

such that the number of challenge data elements in one or more groups satisfies a desired

condition based on the comparison between the number of challenge data elements in each

group and the threshold value. At the end of these steps, block 3712, the method may be

repeated if necessary. It should also be understood, as with all methods disclosed herein, the

steps of this method may be performed in any suitable order, at any suitable time, and with

any additional suitable steps.

[00173] As an example of the method shown in FIG. 39, the threshold value and rule

data may set that any group, as defined by rule data, must have at least X number of

challenge data elements in it. Using this method, a device may determine that a group has X-

2 (X minus 2) elements in it. Therefore, the device may use this method to artificially add

challenge data elements to the particular group having X-2 elements such that each group has

at least X elements in it. It is also understood that this threshold value may not only be a

lower bound, but it may also be an upper bound, meaning that it may also define the

maximum number of challenge data elements allowed in each group.

[00174] In another embodiment, the rule data may cause a length of the generated

challenge to change in response to whether the stored usage data is beyond a threshold. For

example, if one or more challenge data elements have been used more than a threshold

number (e.g., 4) then on or after the fourth use, the challenge would include one or more

additional challenge data elements to increase the length of the challenge and yet another

embodiment, if the usage data indicates that the authentication article has been used to such a

degree that it is no longer desirable to be trusted as an authentication mechanism, either a

new authentication article can be reissued or a different authentication scheme can be used

instead of a challenge reply authentication article for example. By way of example, and not

limitation, different authentication schemes may include, for example, a knowledge based

authentication scheme. It is known in the art where an authentication server may issue

questions to a user through suitable graphic user interface asking the user to answer a

question that was asked and answered in a registration process so that the sender may

authenticate the user where the user responds by answering the question via a suitable user

interface. The questions may be, for example, "What is your mother's maiden name?" or any

other suitable questions to which answers have already been provided by the user in a

registration process. Another authentication technique known as a One Time Password list



provides the user with a list such as on a piece of paper of one time passwords that may be

used and the authentication server chooses one of the pre-assigned passwords from the list to

be answered by the user. If the proper password from the list is used, then the server properly

authenticates the user and grants access to the desired resource. As another authentication

process, as known in the art, machine based authentication technique is known to provide

validation of a user's computer in a way that secures against a variety of threats while

minimizing user impact. To establish the identity of a user's computer, first a fingerprint of

the user's machine is generated and securely stored. This fingerprint is based on a

configurable set of machine parameters that can be transparently read from the user's

computer. Once this fingerprint is obtained, a machine identity reference is generated and

stored on the machine for future authentication. During subsequent log-ins, the machine

identity can be transparently retrieved and authenticated. As such, the machine

authentication process can be used instead of an authentication article based approach as

described herein. Other authentication schemes may also be used if desired.

[00175] In another embodiment, sender authentication information and corresponding

location information, such as a sender authentication message with sender authentication

information and corresponding location information as described, for example, with respect

to FIGs. 20-23 (and elsewhere) may also be generated based on usage data of sent data

elements (that represent data elements on the card) also located on the article that a

corresponding user is in possession of (e.g., the row and column information and

corresponding information located at the row and column coordinate). As described above,

various stored rules may be employed to provide different security levels such that the

selection of which location information (such as column and row identifiers) and

corresponding sender authentication information that is locatable on the article, based on the

desired location information (e.g. the information on the article located at the row and column

coordinates) may be generated by a server and sent to a user device. The above operations

with respect to generating challenges based on usage data to provide user authentication to

the server may also be applied to provide sender authentication to the user and all operations

will not be repeated for purposes of brevity. By way of example however, the server keeps

track of the number of times each row and column and corresponding information located at

the row and column were used in the sender authentication message so that if, for example, a

row and column and corresponding sender authentication information has already been sent



to a user, other row and column identifiers and corresponding sender authentication

information may be sent instead. This can reduce the likelihood that an unscrupulous party

can piece together requisite portions of an authentication article. As noted above, the method

and apparatus would store a pool of data elements that were located on an article that has

already been issued and stores usage data corresponding with each of the row and column

identifiers and the corresponding information located at those coordinates based on previous

uses of the data elements in previously sent sender authentication information and

corresponding location information (e.g., data representing the row and column identifiers

and corresponding data representing the information located on the article at the location

coordinates that was sent).

[00176] The sender unit, or other suitable device selects, from the stored pool of data

elements, data elements that correspond to information on an authentication article to send as

part of the sender authentication information and corresponding location information. The

sent sender authentication information and corresponding location information is selected

based on rule data and stored usage data associated with at least some of the data elements in

the stored pool of data elements. The sender unit sends the selected sender authentication

information and corresponding location information for use in an authentication of a sender

by a user. Upon receiving the sent sender authentication information and corresponding

location information, the user compares the sent sender authentication information using the

sent corresponding location information to corresponding sender authentication information

printed on the second factor authentication article. If they match, the recipient unit may then

attempt to access a target resource.

[00177] In addition, the selection of the challenge data elements and/or the sender

authentication information and corresponding location information may be made by tracking

a time at which a previous challenge/reply process and/or sender authentication process (e.g.,

a sender authentication message with sender authentication information and corresponding

location information was sent) contained a particular sent data element. The selected new

sender authentication information and corresponding location information or new challenge

data element is made based on the time of when the previous sender authentication process or

challenge/reply process last contained the particular data element. As such, the usage data for

a given data element may indicate that a particular data element was already used (e.g. sent)

both in a challenge/reply process and in a sender authentication process and the rules may



define how to modify a subsequent challenge/reply process or sender authentication process

accordingly.

[00178] In another embodiment, it may be desirable to combine the sender

authentication operation, such as that described above with respect to FIGs. 20 and 23, with

challenges also generated based on the same pool of data elements from the same article

while also tracking the usage data of which data elements were used in challenges.

Accordingly, the rule data may define how many times a given row and column identifier

(serving as location information) may be used in a challenge before it can no longer be sent

as a challenge or the rule may take into account whether the same row and column identifier

was already used as sender authentication information. The rule may also indicate that data

that is logged for row and column identifiers for sender authentication information and

corresponding location information may also be used to determine which sender

authentication information and corresponding location information is to be sent in subsequent

challenges. The usage data that corresponds to data elements on the article used as the sender

authentication information and corresponding location information and the usage data

corresponding to data elements on the article used in the sent challenges are used to

determine which data element are to be used in subsequent challenges or in subsequent

sender authentication messages.

[00179] Accordingly, stored usage data may track, for example, the number of times

location information has been used with respect to sender authentication messages and may

also be used to track the number of times that article location information for the same article

has been used in challenges to facilitate mutual authentication, sender authentication or user

authentication. The above structure and operations including the rules and usage data as

described above with respect to challenges may also be applied to sender authentication

information that is sent with corresponding location information, for example, to authenticate

a sender to a user prior to the user sending any password information or other first level

authentication information to the sender. If the user trusts that the sender is a legitimate

sender, the user may then enter the requisite password and other information to facilitate a

first level of authentication. The sender may then send the challenge based on the same

article to the user so that the user may, through the user device send a corresponding reply

based on the location information sent in the challenge to provide a first or second level of

authentication for the sender using the authentication article (e.g., the grid card).



[00180] Among other advantages, the described devices and methods provide a way to

implement security policy-features (e.g., using rules) into devices and methods to secure

authentication of both an end user and/or a sending unit or target organization. Additionally,

the described devices and methods can remove security concerns that, although unlikely,

could potentially result from a system randomly generating a challenge/reply set. It will be

recognized that although the article, challenges, and sender authentication message can be

used for a second factor of authentication, that they may just as well be used as a first factor

of authentication.

The above detailed description of the invention and the examples described therein have been

presented for the purposes of illustration and description and other variations will be

recognized by those in the art. For example, it will be recognized that the various operations

described herein may be done in any suitable order or may be distributed in a network or non-

network configuration. For example, different operations of the authenticator, sending units,

or article issuers or other operations may be performed by one or more third party web

server(s) or other entities or devices. For example, as one skilled in the art may recognize, a

device may mean a single device or plurality of devices, which may include any suitable

structure or plurality of structures to implement the devices and methods recognized herein.

Furthermore, it should be understood that although the given examples show independent

parts within one device, the parts may appear in any form, such as being physically separated

and connected through a computer network or by being further integrated into one system or

device. For example, the memory, shown as a database, may be located in a web server or

other computer system separate from that of the sender unit. Many other variations will also

be recognized for the sender authentication apparatus and methods.

[00181] It is therefore contemplated that the present invention cover any and all

modifications, variations or equivalents that fall within the spirit and scope of the basic

underlying principles disclosed above and claimed herein.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for providing authentication of a user to a sender comprising:

generating a challenge for user authentication, having a challenge data element from a

stored pool of challenge data elements, the challenge being based on rule data and stored

usage data associated with at least some of the challenge data elements in a stored pool of

challenge data elements; and

sending the generated challenge for use in an authentication of a user to a sender.

2. The method of claim 1 including:

storing the pool of challenge data elements; and

storing the stored usage data based on previous uses of a respective challenge data

element in previous challenges.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the stored pool of challenge data elements

represents location information located on an article.

4 . The method of claim 3 wherein the location information corresponds to row

and column identifiers.

5. The method of claim 3 including at least one of: re-issuing a new

authentication article in response to stored usage data and requiring a different type of

authentication article in response to stored usage data.

6. The method of claim 3 including employing a different authentication scheme

in response to stored usage data wherein the different authentication scheme is from the

group of: a knowledge based question and answer scheme, a machine authentication scheme,

and a one time password list scheme.

7 . The method of claim 1 including:

receiving a reply to the challenge;

comparing the reply to an expected reply; and



granting authentication status to the user if the received reply matches with the

expected reply.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a challenge data element has resulted in a corresponding successful reply.

9. The method of claim 1 including generating the challenge by:

tracking a time at which a previous challenge contained a particular challenge data

element; and

generating a new challenge based on the time of when the previous challenge last

contained the particular challenge data element.

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the new challenge generated does not include

any previous challenge data elements that have been used within a specified time period.

11. The method of claim 1 including generating the challenge having a number of

least-used challenge data elements based on a threshold value.

12. The method of claim 1 including generating the challenge by:

grouping challenge data elements based on a value of stored usage data;

determining a number of challenge data elements in each group;

comparing the number of challenge data elements in each group with a threshold

value; and

moving challenge data elements to other groups such that the number of challenge

data elements in one or more groups satisfies a desired condition based on comparing the

number of challenge data elements in each group with the threshold value.

13. The method of claim 1 including generating the challenge by:

tracking a time at which a previous challenge contained a particular challenge data

element; and

generating a new challenge based on the time of when the previous challenge last

contained the particular challenge data element.



14. The method of claim 13 wherein the new challenge generated does not include

any previous challenge data elements that have been used within a specified time period.

15. The method of claim 1 wherein the rule data causes a length of the generated

challenge to change in response to whether the stored usage data is beyond a threshold.

16. A method for providing authentication of a user to a sender comprising:

generating a challenge for user authentication, having challenge data elements from a

stored pool of challenge data elements, the challenge comprising at least a first portion and a

second portion,

generating the first portion based on stored usage data, corresponding to at least one

of the challenge data elements, and first rule data, and

generating the second portion based on stored usage data, corresponding to at least

another challenge data element, and second rule data.

17. The method of claim 16 including:

storing the pool of challenge data elements;

storing the stored usage data based on previous uses of a respective challenge data

element in previous challenges; and

sending the generated challenge for use in an authentication of a user to a sender.

18. The method of claim 16 wherein the stored pool of challenge data elements

represents location information that can be located on an authentication article.

19. The method of claim 18 including re-issuing a new authentication article in

response to stored usage data.

20. The method of claim 18 wherein the location information corresponds to row

and column identifiers.

21. The method of claim 16 comprising:

receiving a reply to the challenge;

comparing the reply to an expected reply; and



granting authentication status to the user if the received reply matches with the

expected reply.

22. The method of claim 16 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a challenge data element has resulted in a corresponding successful reply element.

23. The method of claim 16 wherein the rule data causes a length of the generated

challenge to change in response to whether the stored usage data is beyond a threshold.

24. A method for providing authentication of a user to a sender comprising:

generating a challenge for user authentication, having data challenge elements from a

stored pool of challenge data elements, the challenge comprising at least a first portion and a

second portion,

generating the first portion based on stored usage data, corresponding to at least one

of the challenge data elements, and first rule data wherein the first rule data causes selection

of at least one least-used challenge data element to be part of the first portion, and

generating the second portion based on stored usage data, corresponding to at least

another challenge data element, and second rule data wherein the second rule data causes

selection of at least one more-used challenge data element to be selected for the second

portion.

25. The method of claim 24 including:

storing the pool of challenge data elements;

storing the usage data based on previous uses of a respective challenge data element

in previous challenges; and

sending the generated challenge for use in an authentication of a user to a sender.

26. The method of claim 24 wherein the stored pool of challenge data elements

represents location information that can be located on an authentication article.

27. The method of claim 24 wherein the location information corresponds to row

and column identifiers of an authentication article.



28. The method of claim 24 comprising:

receiving a reply to the challenge;

comparing the reply to an expected reply; and

granting authentication status to the user if the received reply matches with the

expected reply.

29. The method of claim 24 including re-issuing a new authentication article in

response to stored usage data.

30. The method of claim 27 wherein the authentication article is an article

containing location information that corresponds to row and column identifiers or a visual

representation thereof.

31. The method of claim 24 including generating the challenge having a number

of least-used challenge data elements based on a threshold value.

32. The method of claim 24 including generating the challenge by:

grouping challenge data elements based on a value of stored usage data;

determining a number of challenge data elements in each group;

comparing the number of challenge data elements in each group with a threshold

value; and

moving challenge data elements to other groups such that the number of challenge

data elements in one or more groups satisfies a desired condition based on comparing the

number of challenge data elements in each group with the threshold value.

33. The method of claim 24 including generating the challenge by:

tracking a time at which a previous challenge contained a particular challenge data

element; and

generating a new challenge based on the time of when the previous challenge last

contained the particular challenge data element.

34. The method of claim 33 wherein the new challenge generated does not include

any previous challenge data elements that have been used within a specified time period.



35. The method of claim 24 wherein the rule data causes a length of the generated

challenge to change in response to whether the stored usage data is beyond a threshold.

36. A device for providing authentication of a user to a sender comprising:

one or more processing devices; and

memory containing executable instructions that cause the one or more processing

devices to:

generate a challenge for user authentication, having a challenge data element

from a stored pool of challenge data elements, the challenge being based on rule data

and stored usage data associated with at least some of the challenge data elements in a

stored pool of challenge data elements; and

send the generated challenge for use in an authentication of a user to a sender.

37. The device of claim 36 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to:

store the pool of challenge data elements; and

store the stored usage data based on previous uses of a respective challenge data

element in previous challenges.

38. The device of claim 36 wherein the stored pool of challenge data elements

represents location information that can be located on an authentication article.

39. The device of claim 37 wherein the location information corresponds to row

and column identifiers.

40. The device of claim 37 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to: re-issue a new authentication article in

response to stored usage data.

4 1. The method of claim 36 including employing a different authentication

scheme in response to stored usage data wherein the different authentication scheme is from



the group of: a knowledge based question and answer scheme, a machine authentication

scheme, and a one time password list scheme.

42. The device of claim 36 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to:

receive a reply to the challenge;

compare the reply to an expected reply; and

grant authentication status to the user if the received reply matches with the expected

reply.

43. The device of claim 42 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a challenge data element has resulted in a corresponding successful reply element.

44. The device of claim 36 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to:

track a time at which a previous challenge contained a particular challenge data

element; and

generate a new challenge based on the time of when the previous challenge last

contained the particular challenge data element.

45. The device of claim 44 wherein the new challenge generated does not include

any previous challenge data elements that have been used within a specified time period.

46. The device of claim 36 wherein the rule data causes a length of the generated

challenge to change in response to whether the stored usage data is beyond a threshold.

47. A device for providing authentication of a user to a sender comprising:

one or more processing devices; and

memory containing executable instructions that cause the one or more processing

devices to:

generate a challenge for user authentication, having challenge data elements

from a stored pool of challenge data elements, the challenge comprising at least a first

portion and a second portion,



generate the first portion based on stored usage data, corresponding to at least

one of the challenge data elements, and first rule data, and

generate the second portion based on stored usage data, corresponding to at

least another challenge data element, and second rule data.

48. The device of claim 47 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to:

store the pool of challenge data elements;

store the stored usage data based on previous uses of a respective challenge data

element in previous challenges; and

send the generated challenge for use in an authentication of a user to a sender.

49. The device of claim 47 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to at least one of: re-issue a new authentication

article in response to stored usage data and requiring a different type of authentication article

in response to stored usage data.

50. The device of claim 47 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processors to employ a different authentication scheme in response

to stored usage data wherein the different authentication scheme is from the group of: a

knowledge based question and answer scheme, a machine authentication scheme, and a one

time password list scheme.

51. The device of claim 47 wherein the stored pool of challenge data elements

represents location information that can be located on an authentication article.

52. The device of claim 49 wherein the location information corresponds to row

and column identifiers.

53. The device of claim 47 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to:

receive a reply to the challenge;

compare the reply to an expected reply; and



grant authentication status to the user if the received reply matches with the expected

reply.

54. The device of claim 47 wherein the rule data causes a length of the generated

challenge to change in response to whether the stored usage data is beyond a threshold.

55. A device for providing authentication of a user to a sender comprising:

one or more processing devices; and

memory containing executable instructions that cause the one or more processing

devices to:

generate a challenge for user authentication, having data challenge elements

from a stored pool of challenge data elements, the challenge comprising at least a first

portion and a second portion,

generate the first portion based on stored usage data, corresponding to at least

one of the challenge data elements, and first rule data wherein the first rule data

causes selection of at least one least-used challenge data element to be part of the first

portion, and

generate the second portion based on stored usage data, corresponding to at

least another challenge data element, and second rule data wherein the second rule

data causes selection of at least one more-used challenge data element to be selected

for the second portion.

56. The device of claim 55 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to:

store the pool of challenge data elements;

store the usage data based on previous uses of a respective challenge data element in

previous challenges; and

send the generated challenge for use in an authentication of a user to a sender.

57. The device of claim 55 wherein the stored pool of challenge data elements

represents article location information that can be located on an authentication article.



58. The device of claim 56 wherein the location information corresponds to row

and column identifiers of an authentication article.

59. The device of claim 55 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to:

receive a reply to the challenge;

compare the reply to an expected reply; and

grant authentication status to the user if the received reply matches with the expected

reply.

60. The device of claim 56 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to at least one of: re-issue a new authentication

article in response to stored usage data and require a different type of authentication article in

response to stored usage data.

6 1. The device of claim 55 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processors to employ a different authentication scheme in response

to stored usage data wherein the different authentication scheme is from the group of: a

knowledge based question and answer scheme, a machine authentication scheme, and a one

time password list scheme.

62. The device of claim 6 1 wherein the authentication article is an article

containing location information that corresponds to row and column identifiers or a visual

representation thereof.

63. The device of claim 55 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to generate the challenge having a number of

least-used challenge data elements based on a threshold value.

64. The device of claim 55 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to:

group challenge data elements based on a value of stored usage data;

determine a number of challenge data elements in each group;



compare the number of challenge data elements in each group with a threshold value;

and

move challenge data elements to other groups such that the number of challenge data

elements in one or more groups satisfies a desired condition based on comparing the number

of challenge data elements in each group with the threshold value.

65. The device of claim 55 wherein the memory includes executable instructions

that cause the one or more processing devices to:

track a time at which a previous challenge contained a particular challenge data

element; and

generate a new challenge based on the time of when the previous challenge last

contained the particular challenge data element.

66. The device of claim 65 wherein the new challenge generated does not include

any previous challenge data elements that have been used within a specified time period.

67. The device of claim 55 wherein the rule data causes a length of the generated

challenge to change in response to whether the stored usage data is beyond a threshold.

68. A method for providing authentication of a sender to user comprising:

selecting, from a stored pool of data elements, data elements corresponding to

information on an authentication article as part of sender authentication information and

corresponding location information, the sender authentication information and corresponding

location information being selected based on rule data and stored usage data associated with

at least some of the data elements in the stored pool of data elements; and

sending the selected sender authentication information and corresponding location

information for use in an authentication of a sender by a user.

69. The method of claim 68 including:

storing the pool of data elements; and

storing the stored usage data based on previous uses of sent data elements in sent

sender authentication information and corresponding location information.



70. The method of claim 68 wherein the authentication article is a card having row

and column indicia thereon.

7 1. The method of claim 68 wherein the location information corresponds to row

and column identifiers.

72. The method of claim 68 including at least re-issuing a new authentication

article in response to stored usage data.

73. The method of claim 68 including:

accessing a target resource if the sent sender authentication information matches the

corresponding sender authentication information on the authentication article.

74. The method of claim 68 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a sent data element has been used for a previous sender authentication operation.

75. The method of claim 70 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a sent data element has been used for a previous user authentication operation.

76. The method of claim 68 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a data element has been used for a previous sender authentication operation or user

authentication operation.

77. The method of claim 68 including selecting the sender authentication

information and corresponding location information by:

tracking a time at which a previous sender authentication process contained a

particular data element; and

selecting new sender authentication information and corresponding location

information based on the time of when the previous sender authentication process last

contained the particular data element.

78. The method of claim 68 including: generating a challenge for user

authentication, having a challenge data element from the stored pool of data elements, the



challenge being based on rule data and stored usage data associated with at least some of the

data elements in the stored pool of data elements;

sending the generated challenge for use in an authentication of a user to a sender;

receiving a reply to a challenge; and

if the reply matches an expected reply, granting access to a desired resource.

79. The method of claim 68 including tracking a time at which a previous user

challenge process or sender authentication process contained a particular data element; and

selecting new sender authentication information based on the time of when the

previous user challenge process or sender authentication process last contained the particular

data element.

80. The method of claim 77 wherein the sent sender authentication information

and corresponding location information does not include any previous data elements that

have been used within a specified time period.

8 1. A method for providing authentication between a sender and a user

comprising:

selecting, from a stored pool of data elements, data elements corresponding to

information on an authentication article as part of sender authentication information and

corresponding location information, the sender authentication information and corresponding

location information being selected based on rule data and stored usage data associated with

at least some of the data elements in the stored pool of data elements;

sending the selected sender authentication information and corresponding location

information for use in an authentication of a sender by a user;

generating a challenge for user authentication, having a challenge data element from

the stored pool of data elements on the article, the challenge being based on rule data and

stored usage data associated with at least some of the data elements in the stored pool of data

elements on the article; and

sending the generated challenge for use in an authentication of a user to the sender.

82. The method of claim 8 1 including:

storing the pool of data elements; and



storing the stored usage data based on at least one of: previous uses of a respective

data element in previous challenges and previous uses of a data element in sent sender

authentication information.

83. The method of claim 8 1 wherein both the usage data corresponding to data

elements on the article used for sender authentication information and corresponding location

information and the usage data corresponding to data elements on the article used in sent

challenges are used to determine which data elements are to be used in a subsequent

challenge or for subsequent sender authentication information and corresponding location

information.

84. A method for providing authentication of a user to a sender comprising:

generating a challenge for transmission for user authentication, such challenge

comprising selected data elements for transmission that represent corresponding data

elements embodied on an article that is provided to the user wherein the selected data

elements are selected in accordance with rules and usage data for the data elements.

85. The method of claim 84 including:

storing a pool of challenge data elements; and

storing the stored usage data based on previous uses of a respective challenge data

element in previous challenges.

86. The method of claim 84 wherein the stored pool of challenge data elements

represents location information located on an authentication article.

87. The method of claim 86 wherein the location information corresponds to row

and column identifiers.

88. The method of claim 86 including at least one of: re-issuing a new

authentication article in response to stored usage data and requiring a different type of

authentication article in response to stored usage data.



89. The method of claim 84 including employing a different authentication

scheme in response to stored usage data wherein the different authentication scheme is from

the group of: a knowledge based question and answer scheme, a machine authentication

scheme, and a one time password list scheme.

90. The method of claim 84 including:

receiving a reply to the challenge;

comparing the reply to an expected reply; and

granting authentication status to the user if the received reply matches with the

expected reply.

9 1. The method of claim 84 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a challenge data element has resulted in a corresponding successful reply.

92. The method of claim 84 including generating the challenge by:

tracking a time at which a previous challenge contained a particular challenge data

element; and

generating a new challenge based on the time of when the previous challenge last

contained the particular challenge data element.

93. The method of claim 92 wherein the new challenge generated does not include

any previous challenge data elements that have been used within a specified time period.

94. A method for providing authentication of a sender to a user comprising:

selecting data elements for transmission corresponding to information on an

authentication article as part of sender authentication information and corresponding location

information, the sender authentication information and corresponding location information

being selected based on rule data and stored usage data for the data elements.

95. The method of claim 94 including:

storing a pool of data elements; and

storing the stored usage data based on previous uses of sent data element in sent

sender authentication information and corresponding location information.



96. The method of claim 94 wherein the authentication article is a card having row

and column indicia thereon.

97. The method of claim 94 wherein the location information corresponds to row

and column identifiers.

98. The method of claim 94 including at least re-issuing a new authentication

article in response to stored usage data.

99. The method of claim 94 including:

accessing a target resource if the sent sender authentication information matches the

corresponding sender authentication information on the authentication article.

100. The method of claim 94 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a sent data element has been used for a previous sender authentication operation.

101. The method of claim 94 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a sent data element has been used for a previous user authentication operation.

102. The method of claim 94 wherein the stored usage data represents a number of

times a data element has been used for a previous sender authentication operation or user

authentication operation.

103. The method of claim 94 including selecting the sender authentication

information and corresponding location information by:

tracking a time at which a previous sender authentication process contained a

particular data element; and

selecting new sender authentication information and corresponding location

information based on the time of when the previous sender authentication process last

contained the particular data element.



104. The method of claim 94 including: generating a challenge for user

authentication, having a challenge data element from the stored pool of data elements, the

challenge being based on rule data and stored usage data associated with at least some of the

data elements in the stored pool of data elements;

sending the generated challenge for use in an authentication of a user to a sender;

receiving a reply to a challenge; and

if the reply matches an expected reply, granting access to a desired resource.

105. The method of claim 94 including tracking a time at which a previous user

challenge process or sender authentication process contained a particular data element; and

selecting new sender authentication information based on the time of when the

previous user challenge process or sender authentication process last contained the particular

data element.

106. The method of claim 103 wherein the sent sender authentication information

and corresponding location information does not include any previous data elements that

have been used within a specified time period.
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